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SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
The reduction of distribution losses represents a specific issue for each DSO, due to
heterogeneous levels of both technical (TL) and non-technical (NTL) losses, but also due to
differences on definition, measurement or regulation of losses.
This reveals a real concern in proposing a global framework, which would be general enough
to include all DSO situations about losses and specific enough to bring adapted answers to
losses management.
In order to tackle these questions, CIRED has engaged a Working Group on the reduction of
distribution losses, which proposes a three steps approach for 1. Measuring, 2. Managing and
3. Mitigating distribution losses.
Step 1 = Measure: Definition and Measurement of Losses
The definition proposed by the Group intends to guide the measurement of losses from a global
perspective to a detailed perspective by source of losses and separately of other energies.

Figure 1: Relationships between losses and other energy categories
The consistency with regulatory principles was also taken into account in the definition, so that
it can be applicable by DSOs. Only by ensuring this direct relationship between definition,
measurement and regulation, will it be possible to efficiently quantify losses, both for
benchmark purposes and for identifying mitigation actions.

Issue

Figure 2 : Relationship between definition, measurement and regulation of losses
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The effectiveness of the definition of losses can be confirmed by the main findings in the
measurement methods for losses:
1/ Operational measurement methods can be elaborated for the three different definitions
that have been proposed by the Working Group,
-

These different measurement methods prove to be compatible and even
complementary, with the possibility of combining them,
This allows for a more precise focus on losses, giving some information on the main
factors for losses.
This can help find the best way to control them and to propose a solid basis for
regulation approaches.

2/ Smart meters have an important impact on the measurement of losses for the 3 defined
losses levels.
Through rigorous and virtuous approaches, measurement methods may be considered as one
important basis of a global smart-grid approach.
Step 2 = Manage: Technical and Non-Technical Losses (TL and NTL) Management
Specific approaches are needed on TL and NTL management (and mitigation).
On Technical Losses:
1.

The various examples analyzed in this report show that TL structure and level are very
specific to each distribution network.

2.

This report classifies the methods for TL management in three categories (Component
/ Feed-in-control / Grid Management) and identifies two main issues: methods that can
be boosted by smart grid approach and question of geographic proximity and time
synchronism for DG impact on losses (reduction vs increment).

3.

As TL limitation is a complex equation with many variables, distribution system operators
shall consider the different methods aiming to mitigate TL with a technical-economic
approach, promoting network achievement at an optimized cost in developing countries
and quality of supply rather than losses in developed countries.

4.

Regulation is a key factor to solve this difficulty, in favoring cooperation between
stakeholders and adopting a more global approach. In particular, tariff may provide DSO
a long-term financial framework with favorable incentives (e.g. on specific research
programs on the field of smart grid).

On Non-Technical Losses:
1. The conditions and environment specific to each DSO need to be considered, as these
may alter the most effective NTL measures from those listed for different scenarios in this
document (classified between local / global and internal / external measures).
2. The limited experience with smart technologies in this application is that they are in
principle very good at tackling NTL. However, for them to be successful the business
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processes and funding need to be in place within the DSO and correctly adapted to
adequately support this.
3. The regulatory and general socio-economic conditions in the country need to be able
to support smart technologies and their use does not alleviate the need to also pursue
non-technical (traditional) measures such as fostering good customer relationships,
regular community engagements, law enforcement and the like.
Step 3 = Mitigate: Regulation Role in Mitigation of Losses
As far regulation is concerned in mitigation of losses, some key factors can be underlined, as
choosing a common definition to all DSO and adopting a relevant regulation fit to losses level
and structure.
This report has also identified some good practices for losses regulation, as the need of a
preliminary study before defining a global strategy and an action plan, especially for choosing
between a global regulation on losses (volumes and prices) and a more specific approach.
The economic decisions of a DSO, in general, encompass many other factors apart from
losses. However, losses have to be part of the equation, either as a cost that is leveraged
(when the decision helps reducing losses) or as a cost that is borne (in all other cases).
Consequently, regulation has a major role in guiding and facilitating choices, not in penalizing
or “punishing” a DSO.
In the global sense, loss regulation should always consider the views of all concerned
stakeholders, be it for mitigating energy theft, reducing distribution bills, or for increasing
energy efficiency.
In this point of view, regulation of losses can be seen:
-

Inside DSOs, as a key decision factor for global economic decisions and process
optimization.
Outside DSOs, as a way for measuring, controlling, and optimizing electric flows,
considering their cost for the global electric system.

As a conclusion:
This CIRED report proposes a global method for reduction of losses, which can be adapted to
each DSO situation. It highlights two key findings indicating that (i) TL and NTL mitigation
requires different and specific approaches, and that (ii) “Smart” and regulation shall be
boosters, in support of “traditional” approach.
This large overview on losses issues does not claim to be exhaustive, nor a definitive view on
the subject, but is more a guideline for every actor that would aim at reducing losses on
distribution networks. The global approach presented in this report shall be illustrated,
completed and questioned by any concrete experiences on losses mitigation. It is also a rich
field for R&D applications in the distribution area, which can extend this CIRED working-Group
realization.
Yann TORAVEL, convenor of the Working Group, October 2017
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF THE WORKING GROUP
1.1.1. Background on Distribution Losses
Regarding distribution networks, annual electricity losses are on average at about 2 to 12% in
the European Union countries according to ERGEG Position Paper on Treatment of Losses
by Network Operators. In the same time, the European Energy Efficiency Directive (Art. 15.2)
requires all Member States to assess the potential for energy efficiency and to specify
measures to improve it. Losses reduction becomes a real stake for all European countries.
Last developments in technologies bring several promising solutions contributing to a full
process improvement. For instance, smart metering roll-out and availability of new sensors
make potentially available a large number of operational data on the grid; IT and data mining
techniques make possible to manage such a huge volume of data to asses and locate losses;
and many interesting tracks are on investigation to reduce losses, either based on new
components or innovative operation mode.
In order to tackle these questions, CIRED has engaged a Working Group on the 2015-2017
period, whose subject was the reduction of distribution network losses.

1.1.2. Scope of the Working Group
The working group has focused first on distribution networks in European countries but has
also enlarged the analysis to the rest of the world, depending on the available information.
The first objective of the group is to deliver an overview of the main challenges regarding losses
assessment and reduction. It took into account the recent evolutions in the network, in a
technical point of view (more Distributed Energy Resources connected for instance) and
regulatory point of view (European Directive for instance). It included all kind of losses,
technical and non-technical.
The second objective is to deliver an overview of existing and emerging solutions taking into
account last available technologies.
As agreed with the CIRED Committee, the group’s activities have been broken up as follows:
1. Identify the different methodologies currently used to valuate both technical and nontechnical losses
2. Identify the main regulatory frames and corresponding incentives and roadblocks
3. For different networks, write the “state-of-the-art” principles to identify, locate and limit
losses.
4. Based on ERGEG position paper, identify and benchmark best practices for losses
treatment
5. Describe and position emerging techniques and methods to reduce losses in their
application framework justified.
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1.1.3. Structure of the final report
The group has set up different work packages, dealing with each expected issue on losses.
This report consists of 5 parts, which are constituted by the main results of each WG package:
-

Definition of power losses (section 2)
Measurement of Power losses (section 3)
Technical Losses (section 4)
Non-Technical Losses (section 5)
Regulation leverage (section (6)

The report is completed by:
-

A global introduction (section 1)
Appendixes on Technical Losses and Non-Technical Losses
A references section relative to each WG package

1.2. PROCEEDING OF THE WORKING GROUP
1.2.1. Data Collection
The Working Group has started with the collection of significant bibliographic information for
each WG package. It has led to a first identification of state-of-the-art and key questions on
losses.
Then, the Working-Group has set up brainstorming meetings in order to elaborate a survey on
distribution power losses with WG member’s experience. This WG survey has been sent to
CIRED members, who contribute to complete it, with the help of relevant experts. At the end,
20 answers were collected, mainly in European countries (12 answers) and also in countries
out of Europe (5 answers in America and 3 in Asia). The Working-Group wants to thank all the
actors that have spent their time and helped to fulfil this survey, which has been a key input
for the report.

Finland Sweden Austria

Netherland

Czech (2)

America
Brazil (2) USA (3)

Europe
Slovaquia

Japan

France

Asia
China

Italy

Portugal

Spain

UK

Indonesia

Table 1: List of countries (and DSO) answering WG survey on distribution losses
Afterwards, the results of WG survey have been crossed with bibliographic materials in order
to answer CIRED questions on losses: global definition, state of the art, emerging technical
and regulatory solutions.
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1.2.2. Report Elaboration
This work of data collection has first been initiated on specific issues, amongst each WG
package, and then aggregated in the report in a global and coherent approach (Cf. Figure 1).

Figure 1: From WG packages analysis to report elaboration
In the end, the report reflects this global approach on losses (from measurement to mitigation),
but also respects the WG organization in work packages, in order to propose an “à la carte”
approach for the reader.

1.2.3. Feedback on Working Group proceeding
The Group has proceeded through WG packages, with a package leader and experts who
could contribute to different WG packages according to the topics. The global organization and
the coherency between packages were guaranteed by the WG convenor, helped by the WG
secretary.
This collective organization, which enabled a large and relevant overview on losses issues,
was a key factor for both data collection and report finalization steps.
Thus, the Working Group would not have achieved this report without CIRED support:
-

The Group relied on CIRED organization for collecting a large bibliography on losses
and for distributing the WG survey, which were key inputs,
The annual CIRED workshop or conference offered great opportunities for WG
meeting, but also for profitable exchanges with peers and CIRED committee,
The round-table organized in 2017 CIRED Conference was a first occasion to present
the results of the Group and to have a large exchange on distribution losses issues.

More globally, this Working Group approach has constituted a very rich and stimulating
experience for each member and has proved to be a powerful way to animate CIRED
community.
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2. DEFINITION OF POWER LOSSES
2.1. GENERAL DEFINITION
2.1.1. A physical definition of losses
The definition of losses vary significantly from country to country as a consequence of the wide
range of sources for power losses. This leads to a situation where there is no common
definition of losses. For benchmarking purposes, this circumstance seriously hinders the
analysis of percentages of losses across countries. An important step to being able to compare
losses across network operators would be the adoption of a common standard for the definition
of losses [1].
Distribution network losses can be broadly defined as the difference between the electrical
energy entering the distribution network, from embedded generators or upstream / same level
/ downstream networks, and the electrical energy exiting it, for consumption purposes and
properly accounted for, in percentage terms for a particular period [1][3][7][10].
Distribution network losses are conventionally broken down into two categories:



Technical losses;
Non-technical losses.

Figure 1: Repartition of power losses

2.1.2. Exceptions
It should be emphasized that the focus of the present work is power losses or energy losses
(and not economic losses) that are part of the physical energy balance of a given network.
Taking this into account, and according to the above definition, two particular situations that
are commonly considered as part of losses are excluded:
1. Energy consumed by network equipment, provided that there is a contract between the
distributor and the retailer to supply the consumption, is excluded from technical losses
since it is consumed energy, not dissipated energy, and it can be properly accounted
for, either measured or estimated;
2. Billed but unpaid consumptions are excluded from non-technical losses since in this
case the consumed energy is properly accounted for by distribution operators and can
be set apart from physical energy balance.
Although the general definition of losses presented above is about physical balance, the reality
is that it depends on the regulatory context and the available data. Presently, the calculation
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of losses is usually performed with data collected from the billing process, thus leading to the
need of making two exceptions in the definition:
1. Whenever it is not possible to establish a contract on a network equipment, the
consumptions are considered as part of technical losses;
2. Unbilled consumptions, even when they are known and properly accounted for, but
without a contract and a supplier to bill, are considered as part of non-technical losses.

2.2. TECHNICAL LOSSES
Technical losses in power systems occur naturally as they consist of energy dissipation in
electrical system components such as lines, transformers, connections, measurement systems
and other equipment that carry energy to and from customers [3][12]. Technical losses are
also called ‘Physical losses’ as they refer to energy transformed to heat and noise while
distributing electricity and, therefore, physically lost. This energy dissipation costs customers
money and contributes to carbon emissions [1][2][17].
Technical losses occur as a direct result of the physical characteristics of the electrical
equipment used in distribution networks [3]. They depend on the design of the power grid, the
voltage and transformation levels and the length of the power lines. Technical losses relate to
investment in equipment (lines, transformers) and long term signals (compromise between
investment costs and operational expenditure). They also relate to efficient planning and the
design of distribution networks [1].
Technical losses can be further divided, into:
1. Variable losses (load related);
2. Fixed losses (not related to load);
3. Network services (uncontracted consumptions of network equipment).

Technical Losses
Fixed
Losses

Variable
Losses

Network
Services

Figure 2: Types of Technical Losses
2.2.1. Variable Losses
All conductors, whether they are coils in transformers, aluminium or copper wires in overhead
lines or cables and even in switchgear, fuses, or metering equipment, have an internal
electrical resistance which causes them to heat when carrying electric current [6]. Since energy
losses stemming from the dissipation of heat to the environment vary with the current flowing
through conductors in electrical networks, these losses are called ‘variable losses’ [1]. These
losses are also usually referred as ‘ohmic losses’, ‘copper losses’, ‘Joule losses’ or ‘resistive
losses’ [2][12].
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As a result of variable losses changing as power flows increase and decrease (proportionally
to the square of the current), transmission networks experience a lower level of losses because
at higher voltages a lower current is required to transmit the same amount of electric power.
Conversely, distribution networks (at lower voltages) are subject to a higher level of losses [1].
Additional factors such as the effect of network imbalance, power factor and power quality can
also have an impact on variable losses, as they influence the value of the currents flowing
through conductors [4][7].
Additionally, variable losses are also dependent on the length and the cross section of the
conductor as they vary in proportion to the resistance [1]. The resistance of a conductor
decreases as its cross sectional area increases [7]. Therefore, the effect of losses is reduced
with larger cable sizes. A similar principle also applies to the variable losses in transformers,
where the cross sectional area of windings, and the materials used in them, influence the
variable losses. Inadequate connections between network equipment and deteriorated
conductors can also be a source of this type of losses, as they can cause the arising of hot
spots due to an increase in the equivalent resistance [2][16].
In general, variable losses contribute roughly beween two-thirds and three-quarters of the total
power system technical losses [2]. In essence, measures to reduce variable losses can be
classified under two main influencing factors (power flows and resistance) and how they apply
in the global system: they either aim to lower the system power flows or to lower the resistance
of the transportation paths. A reduction in the utilization levels of network assets can contribute
to lower both current and resistance. However, increasing network capacity leads to higher
capital investments. This leads to a direct trade-off between cost of losses and capital
expenditure. It has been suggested that optimal average utilization rate on a distribution
network that considers the cost of losses in its design could be as low as 30 per cent [6][16].

2.2.2. Fixed Losses
Some electrical energy is dissipated by network components and equipment such as
transformers or conductors as a result of being connected to the network and made ‘live’
(energized) [3]. Even if no power is delivered to customers, the system has losses just because
it is electrically energized [6]. These losses take the form of heat and noise and are called
‘fixed losses’ or ‘no-load losses’, because they are independent of how much electrical energy
the network delivers [16].
Transformers’ energization are responsible for the majority of the fixed losses (although this
equipment also give rise to variable losses as referred in section 2.2.1). These losses occur in
the transformers’ core and are called ‘core losses’ or ‘iron losses’. Two types of core losses
are known to exist [12][6]:




‘Hysteresis losses’ are losses that stem from the reversal in magnetic polarity of the
steel in transformer cores in every AC cycle. This causes the material to pulse (which
emits a humming noise) and to heat up.
‘Eddy current losses’ are losses that stem from the circulation of induced currents in
conducting parts that are not copper windings, such as the iron body or steel core of
the transformer.
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Besides transformer inefficiency, another source of fixed losses is the electrical insulation in
network equipment. Imperfections in electrical insulation lead to the flow of infinitesimal
currents across them in transformers, lines, cables, and other network equipment. These type
of fixed losses are called ‘dielectric losses’ or ‘leakage current losses’ [16]. Corona losses, a
particular case of these type of losses, occur in high voltage and mainly in extra high-voltage
lines. They vary with the voltage level, the physical wire diameter, and with weather conditions
such as rain and fog [2]. Corona losses can generate audible and radio-frequency noise and
is often seen as a glow in the air adjacent to conductors. They generally contribute to a very
small percentage of the overall fixed losses [6].
While fixed losses do not change with current, they depend on the applied voltage. However,
as the applied voltage is relatively stable while the network equipment is energized, they are
essentially fixed [7]. Therefore, fixed losses are a function of the network itself and depend
mainly on the number of energized components. In this respect, measures to reduce fixed
losses mainly aim to reduce the number of energized components or to increase their
efficiency. In general, fixed losses contribute to roughly between a quarter and a third of the
total technical losses on distribution networks [2].

2.2.3. Network services
Besides the equipment responsible for the dissipation of energy as fixed and variable losses,
other equipment connected to the network may consume energy. In this section, only the
consumptions to which a contract is not possible to establish are included (section 2.1.2).
Network control and measuring elements installed along electrical lines or meters in customer
facilities, either mechanic or electronic, are examples of uncontracted consumptions.
The separation of this type of network consumption from the technical losses related to energy
dissipation allows to exclude them from some international benchmarks relative to the fix and
variable losses part. Indeed, losses consumptions due to network equipment have both a fix
component (e.g., for permanent use) and a variable component (e.g., depending on
communication devices according to data frequency and volumes).
Whenever a contract is possible and effective on network equipment (e.g., auxiliary services,
future storage capacities), their consumption is excluded from losses and considered as
normal consumption. The consideration of whether or not there is a contract behind this
consumption is justified with the regulatory context and the source of data frequently used for
losses calculation (billing system).
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2.3. NON-TECHNICAL LOSSES
In addition to technical losses, not all of the energy delivered through the distribution network
and consumed by end users can be measured or otherwise properly accounted-for. These
additional losses also present themselves as ‘lost energy’. This unaccounted-for proportion of
the losses is known as non-technical losses. These losses are also referred to as ‘black losses’
or ‘commercial losses’, since they are socialized and not directly charged by suppliers or
distribution companies [1][3].
Non-technical losses primarily relate to unidentified, misallocated, and inaccurate energy
flows. In essence, they represent the amount of energy that is delivered but not accounted for.
It is important to separate non-technical losses from two cases: energy accounted for but not
billed, or energy billed but where the bills are not paid. In both cases, the entity consuming the
energy is known. However, in the case of non-technical losses, the end user is unknown, or
the amount of energy being consumed is uncertain [6].
Non-technical losses are caused by actions that are external to the power system [12]. They
refer to lost energy that is not directly related to the transportation of electricity and occur
independently of the physical technical characteristics of the network (technical losses) [3][7].
Non-technical losses can also be viewed as undetected load of customers that the utilities
don’t know. When an undetected load is connected to the system, the actual losses increase
while the losses expected by the utilities will remain the same. The increased losses will show
on the utilities’ accounts, and the costs will be passed along to the customers as distribution
charges [11].
There is a wide range of situations that create non-technical losses. In all the cases, a poor
level of management of the utility operating the network is to blame [13]. Non-technical losses
are often related to the customer management process [12] and can be divided into the
following categories:
1. Network equipment issues;
2. Network information issues;
3. Energy data processing issues.

Figure 3: Types of Non-Technical Losses
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2.3.1. Network equipment issues
The wide variety of factors related to network equipment issues that contribute to non-technical
losses can be classified according to the following main causes:



Theft and fraud, due to illegal interference with network assets;
Measurement errors, due to inaccuracies in measurement equipment.

Theft and fraud
There are several ways in which electricity can be drawn from the network illegally [3]. Theft
and fraud are believed to account for a majority of the non-technical losses in power systems
[12]. They are important challenges for the electricity industry, and require a concerted effort
from a range of stakeholders to mitigate them [6]. In addition to theft and fraud, there are
serious safety aspects to be considered. It is difficult to gauge the exact extent of this type of
losses as a large proportion of it is likely to go undetected [1].
Theft is defined as any illegal abstraction of electricity for use other than at premises where
any metering points or metering systems are registered by a supplier. It can occur where an
unauthorized connection to the network is made or where illegal re-connection takes place
(e.g. after a formal disconnection). It can also sometimes occur where the connection process
is incomplete [3].
Fraud is the illegal abstraction of electricity within the boundary of a customer’s property [3].
All metered customers purchase electricity from a supplier and are associated to a registered
meter point. Fraud happens as a result of an ill-intentioned and illegal manipulation of the
meter, by tampering or bypassing the meter [9]. In both cases, the aim is to make the meter
record a lower amount of energy than is actually consumed [11].
Measurement errors
Non-technical losses due to measurement errors are defined as the difference between the
amount of energy actually delivered through the meter and the amount registered by the meter
or read from it. They can occur for the following reasons [11][12][15]:






Uncertainty of measurement equipment;
Errors in manual or automatic meter reading;
Defective measurement equipment;
Incorrect installation or configuration of measurement equipment;
Measurement equipment breakdown.

Although measurement equipment breakdown can be uncommon, e.g. equipment struck by
lightning, equipment damaged over time, neglected equipment or no equipment maintenance,
it can induce an overuse of electricity, thus causing the increase of non-technical losses
[12][17].
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2.3.2. Network information issues
Situations arise where energy is delivered and consumed but is not accurately recorded due
to inaccuracies in the distribution network database, effectively becoming lost energy. Typical
reasons for inaccurate or missing consumption data due to this type of non-technical losses
include [1][7]:




Missing or unregistered connection points;
Incorrect location or energization status of connection points;
Incorrect information of measurement equipment.

Missing or unregistered connection points
These anomalies especially concern the IT reference system used for physical (or contractual)
energy balance and for estimation of losses. According to each DSO, they may refer to the
billing system, the meter data management system or the GIS system.
Incorrect location or energization status of connection points
Incorrect location of connection points do not directly create non-technical losses at the global
level, but may do on sub-levels (e.g., for regional or unit losses estimation).
Incorrect energization status can contribute to non-technical losses when there is a site
recorded on the distribution network database but has no supplier appointed to it. If this site is
connected and drawing electricity from the grid, but no supplier is billed for this electricity, it
should be included as losses [1].
Unbilled accounts can occur due to the move-in / move-out process (switching supplier) where
some energy may be temporarily consumed without contract, and without correct registration.
Another situation where the consumption should be included as a part of these losses is when
a site is disregarded from meter reading and billing due to its incorrect energization status.
Incorrect information of measurement equipment
Non-technical losses due to incorrect information of measurement equipment can occur when
correction factors are incorrectly introduced in the meter data management system (losses
factor when the meter and the DSO-customer boundary are located in a different voltage level,
current transformer relation factor, etc.).
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2.3.3. Energy data processing issues
Inaccuracies may occur while processing energy data for the assessment of losses, often
related to errors in the estimation of energy consumed or produced. These errors that arise in
the calculations contribute to non-technical losses and can occur due to the following reasons:






Estimation of unmetered consumptions;
Estimation of consumptions between meter readings and calculations;
Estimation of technical losses;
Estimation of detected issues;
Other energy data processing issues.

Estimation of unmetered consumptions
Not all supplies in distribution networks are metered [6]. There are many items of electrical
equipment where it is neither practical, nor cost-effective, to measure energy consumption
using conventional meters [3]. In these circumstances, there are legitimate unmetered supplies
whose energy demand is estimated rather than accurately metered [7].
Every unmetered consumption can be treated as any other type of load, provided that it is
registered, properly estimated and accounted for [1]. Moreover, customer-related unmetered
consumptions (e.g. public lightning) or some DSO’s own consumption (e.g. auxiliary services
of substations) can be adequately contracted from an energy supplier and paid for by regular
tariffs as any other normal consumption. Therefore, unmetered consumption, whether related
to customers or the DSO, can be excluded from non-technical or technical losses, respectively,
provided they are adequately contracted. Only the difference between the real and estimated
unmetered consumptions is part of non-technical losses.
Some countries have effectively combated certain sources of non-technical losses either by
installing meters or estimating consumption (with payment of a lump sum) for some
consumption points, thus avoiding the community having to support this energy supply [1].
Generally, unmetered consumption can be of two types: costumers’ consumptions and own
consumptions. They are described below:




Unmetered customers are normally made up of a large number of smaller un-metered
connections [3]. Typical unmetered costumers’ consumptions include public lightning,
traffic lights, road signs, lighting in shared occupancy buildings (often public sector),
bollards, car-park lighting, automatic vehicle number plate recognition, car-park ticket
machines, phone boxes, communication cabinets, etc. [6]. There are also facilities
where transitory arrangements still apply, e.g. temporary installations for public events
[1]. In some countries, agricultural consumption or rail traction can also be unmetered
supplies [12].
Own consumptions account for the electric energy used by the distribution utility in the
regular operation of the network. Inside substations, energy is typically consumed for
auxiliary services such as heating and cooling, lighting and security, dehumidification,
transformer cooling, protection and control, battery charging, measurement equipment
(more important in the case of smart-meters because, as their functionalities are more
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sophisticated, they use more energy than non-smart meters do), oil pumps, air
compressors, etc. [4][7][16]. Offices, warehouses and workshops are other facilities
related to network operation where unmetered consumptions can occur [18].
Unmetered energy can be quantified by establishing accurate records for each unmetered
consumption (equipment inventories) and applying a representative demand profile (or
combining the power of each load and its time of operation), to estimate consumption
characteristics [5][6]. This information enables the total estimated energy to be accounted for,
and provides the basis for both billing and for loss calculation [3].
Non-technical losses associated with unmetered supplies can be attributed to any inaccuracy
in the information of the unmetered equipment connected to the network, such as incomplete
database records of unmetered loads, inaccurate equipment inventories and errors regarding
the assumed demand characteristics [6]. If, for example, a number of street lighting columns
are missing from the information records, then the energy used in these lamps will be
accounted for as network losses (non-technical losses). Records can become inaccurate if the
party responsible for populating them loses track of what is installed, removed or modified [3].
To minimize inaccuracies in the information of unmetered consumptions, actors are required
to hold accurate inventories of their unmetered equipment. The estimate of annual energy
consumption should be updated every year and subject to numerous quality checks to help
ensure all unmetered energy is accounted for. This is important as the cost of all losses,
including any unknown unmetered supply, are paid for by the customer [3].
Estimation of consumptions between meter readings and calculations
Losses are usually calculated for a well-defined time period, for instance, a month or a year.
Therefore, inaccuracies in the calculation of losses may occur if data collection time of input
meters differs from data collection time of consumption meters [1]. This is often called “cut-off”
effect. A classic case occurs when the calculation of losses comprises consumers without daily
or hourly meters and time-lags exist between meter readings and the period of losses
calculation. Estimations of consumptions are necessary in these cases, with the consequent
inaccuracies that contribute to non-technical losses [10].
Estimation of technical losses
Non-technical losses are more difficult to measure than technical losses because they result
from behavior that is not always known, or accounted for, by distribution operators. Normally,
non-technical losses are calculated as the energy which is not able to be accounted for once
technical losses have been fully considered [3]. Therefore, the accuracy of the estimate of nontechnical losses is dependent on the accuracy of the estimation of technical losses [18]. This
means that if there are real power flows or conditions that technical loss computations fail to
take into account, the inaccuracies that arise also contribute to non-technical losses [7][12].
Inaccuracies in the assessment of technical losses that may cause the increase of nontechnical losses are related to disregarded or unknown situations, such as equipment
deterioration over time, network imbalance, approximate load / generation diagrams or
inaccurate network equipment modelling [12].
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Estimation of detected issues
Finally, when an issue related to non-technical losses is detected, the corrected past
consumption can be estimated in order to improve the assessment of losses relative to the
current period of calculation. Therefore, a detected issue, e.g. a detected theft, provided that
the detection is achieved during the period of calculation and that the process accept such
corrections, shall be excluded from non-technical losses and only the differences between the
real and estimated consumption is part of non-technical losses.
One may consider that detected issues bring a “corrected energy” that reduce the current
losses calculation, but also bring a “secured energy” for next period of calculation.
This procedure can be applied to the issues mentioned above, i.e.:




Network equipment issues;
Network information issues;
Energy data processing issues.

Other energy data processing issues
Other energy data processing issues can result in miscalculations and record keeping errors,
contributing to the increase of non-technical losses [12][13].
As these miscalculations and errors result from the loss estimation process and not from the
initial consumptions on the network, this kind of non-technical losses are often called “internal”
or “administrative” losses by difference with the other kinds of non-technical losses called
“external” or “customer” losses.
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2.4. CONCLUSIONS
In the following table it is shown a resume of the definition presented above.
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Fixed Losses

Technical
Losses

Losses

NonTechnical
Losses

Variable Losses

Components of Level 3
 Hysteresis losses
 Eddy current losses
 Dielectric losses

 Ohmic losses

Network Services

 Uncontracted consumptions of network
equipment

Network
equipment issues

 Theft and fraud
 Measurement errors

Network
information
issues

Energy data
processing issues

 Missing or unregistered connection points
 Incorrect location or energization status of
connection points
 Incorrect information of measurement equipment
 Estimation of unmetered consumptions
 Estimation of consumptions between meter
readings and calculations
 Estimation of technical losses
 Estimation of detected issues
 Other energy data processing issues

Table 1: Proposed definition of losses with 3 combined levels
The next figure (Cf. figure 4) precises relationships between losses and other energy
categories.
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Figure 4: Relationships between losses and other energy categories

With the proposed definition, it is intended to guide the measurement of losses from a global
perspective to a detailed perspective by source of losses. The consistency with regulatory
principles was also taken into account in the definition, so that it can be applicable by DSOs.
Only by ensuring this direct relationship between definition, measurement and regulation, will
it be possible to efficiently quantify losses, both for benchmark purposes and for identifying
mitigation actions. These questions are addressed in the following sections.
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3. MEASUREMENT OF POWER LOSSES
The first part of the report has proposed a combined definition for losses with three different
levels. It is now important to check how effective these definitions can be:
-

-

The first key question is the possibility to have a concrete measurement method which
may be applied according to each selected vision of losses (Level 1 : Global losses ;
Level 2 : Technical / Non-technical repartition of losses ; Level 3 : Detailed losses by
origin)
The second key question is the way smart meters may contribute to losses
measurement, by improving accuracy or reducing its cost
The third key question is to precise how these 3 definitions may exist simultaneously
and with coherency, in order to allow a global losses level estimation for a DSO, both
for external benchmark (losses value and %) and for mitigation actions (losses gain
evaluation).

These questions will first be approached with the WG survey results on DSO practices for
losses measurement. Then, the proposed definition for losses will be analyzed more precisely
according to these questions and with the objective to identify some ways to favour an effective
losses measurement, whatever the DSO situation.

3.1. SURVEY RESULTS
The CIRED WG survey has collected information on distribution losses within about 20 DSO
around the world (with a majority in Europe). The following results reflect their aggregate
answers on measurement issues.
The tables restitute only the expressed answers, including some precisions when available.
The results are completed by a short analysis, which tries to make a link with the different
proposed losses definitions.
The complete and detailed answers to survey are presented in Survey Appendix.
Measurement issues
All the surveyed DSOs have an internal evaluation of losses in their financial or operational
process (table 1), which is a good basis for estimating the global losses volumes (Cf. level 1
definition).
Question

Yes

No

Is there an overall assessment of the losses occuring on the distribution
grid you are responsible for?

17

-

Table 1: Survey question on losses overall assessment
A minority of questioned DSOs answered positively to this question, amongst DSO with high
concern on NTL (in southern Europe, in Asia and America). The other DSOs claim to have no
financial or operational KPI for losses (for many DSOs, these KPIs may not be formalized).
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These indicators would be a good practice, in order to have comparable figures on losses
(benchmark, control) and to measure the efficiency of losses mitigating actions (Cf. level 3
definition : losses key factors).
Question
Are there standardized indicators on losses that are monitored?

Yes

No

N/A

7

6

5

Table 2: Survey question on standardized indicators on losses
Control issues
About two thirds of the surveyed DSOs estimate losses with a distinction between TL – NTL
(Cf. level 2 definition)
Question

Yes

No

11

5

Can you differentiate between technical and non-technical losses?
Table 3: Survey question on TL / NTL distinction

Energy balances are used by a majority of DSO, sometimes detailed between TL and NTL
(lCf. evels 1 and 2 definition).
Question

Global With detail
TL - NTL

Are TL and NTL measured or estimated by an Energy
balance ?

8

4

No
2

Table 4: Survey question on estimation by energy balance
TL estimation issues
The losses assessment is achieved in terms of energy for a large majority of DSOs. It is
additionally in terms of peak power for many DSOs, notably for those with a high concern on
fixed losses (e.g., in Northern Europe and China).
Yes

No

Is the loss of energy (Wh) considered in the impact evaluation ?

15

2

Is the loss of power (Wpeak) considered in the impact evaluation?

6

10

Question

Table 5: Survey question on impact evaluation in energy and power
Survey key findings
The survey answers reflect the diversity of DSO views for loss definition and justify the
proposed definition of losses with 3 combined levels.
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3.2. MEASUREMENT METHODS AND DISTRIBUTION LOSSES DEFINITION
3.2.1. Measurement of Distribution Network Losses (Level 1)
General Principle
As indicated in definition section (2.1), Distribution Network Losses are defined as the
difference between the energy entering and exiting an electrical network.
The measurement method reflects this definition :
ENERGY LOSSES = SUM of ENTERING ENERGIES – SUM of EXITING ENERGIES
ENTERING ENERGIES = All the electrical flows entering the network
-

Energy flows from TSO or DSO (either situated on upper, same or even lower voltage
level)
Energy flows from embedded generators on DSO networks (local DG)

EXITING ENERGIES = All the electrical flows exiting the network for consumption purposes
-

Energy flows to TSO or DSO (either situated on upper, same or even lower voltage
level) when local production flows excess consumption flows
Measured or estimated energy flows from contracted sites (including in-house
consumption, public lighting, …) as defined in the previous part of this report.

Figure 1: DSO energy balance reflects physical flows on DSO grid
Concrete application
The practical losses are directly calculated from the relevant energy balance, either financial
(with a global difference between accounting volumes) or physical with some network
measurements.
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Globally speaking, the energy settlement process makes the comparison between global
network measurements energies and global customer billed energies :
Definition

Calculation

ENTERING ENERGIES =

Raw network measurements, or – if available –
contracted energies between TSO and DSO (or
All the electrical flows entering the
between 2 DSOs)
network
The energies shall be properly accounted either with
raw measurements or with billed energies, including
All the electrical flows exiting the energy estimations (missing values, non-metered
network for consumption purposes flows, …)
EXITING ENERGIES =

GLOBAL LOSSES

Following this definition, losses can constitute a
specific energy balance sheet in settlement process,
with all energies non-attributed to any actor.

Table 6: Detail of calculation steps for global losses
Nota-Bene :
-

-

The conventional energy balance rules will have to conform as closely as possible to
the given definition of physical losses (for example, in the way consumption without
contract should be considered as losses).
The applied rules can be very simple or - on the contrary - complex and adapted to
each type of flows, according to the data accuracy and to the final goals of losses
calculation (economic estimation of losses, and market rules for losses purchase
among others).

Calculation period
The reference period for losses calculation is very important:
-

Losses have to be at least calculated on a one year period, because of their seasonal
dependence (climate effect, seasonality of consumption or also produced energy).
It is also better to estimate them as an average value over 2 or 3 years to control for
external effects like climate.
Where available data and processes make it possible, more frequent calculations (e.g.,
monthly) may lead to a better understanding and forecast of losses.

Calculation network area
The reference network area for energy balance is also important:
-

Entering energies will have to be corrrectly determined, either with network
measurement or estimation (e.g. rules to estimate energy in feeders from
measurements made at substations): if an energy is not correctly measured at the
frontier between two networks (DSO or TSO), both networks energy balances will be
affected and will lead to inaccuracies in loss calculation / estimation.
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Where available data and processes make it possible, more local calculations (e.g., for
each regional unit of a DSO) may contribute to a better knowledge of losses repartition
and help mitigation actions.

Smart meter impact
In case of conventional meters, the energy considered in energy balance is not an exact
measurement, but is interpolated or in any case elaborated. The first benefit of smart meters
is an improvement of measurement accuracy and frequency, especially with a synchronysm
of all energies on an exact measurement period (eg. an annual period will be measured from
00:00.00 of January 1st until 23:59.59 of December 31st).
Moreover, smart meters also allow a cost reduction of the measurement operational process:
-

they shall be used the same way for entering and outing energies, especially for
network measurement, as part of a global smart-grid strategy
they will allow more precise energy balance on short periods and on smaller areas, and
help control actions (Cf. 2.2.3)
Some estimation methods are experienced to ameliorate losses measurement from a
partial SM roll-out with a sample of smart meters and some adapted profiling methods
[REE 2015] and [Enedis 2013]

3.2.2. Measurement of TL-NTL detail (Level 2)
General Principle
The definition in the previous part of this report proposes to split the global losses into technical
and non-technical losses.
The measurement method reflects this definition, with a 2-step calculation :
-

Step 1 = evaluation of Technical Losses by a specific physical model
Step 2 = calculation of Non Technical Losses by difference between Global Losses
(Level 1 definition) and Technical Losses (Cf. Step 1)

Concrete application
Technical Losses evaluation
Without possibility of a “real measurement” of technical losses, which would need perfect
measurement of the energy flows in all network components, it is necessary to use some
electrical models to estimate them:
-

Electrical models applied to estimated flows inside the real structure of the network can
reflect the reality of both consumption and embedded generation.

-

The losses characteristics of network components (e.g. iron loss for a specific type of
sub-station) can be validated through laboratory tests and simulations.

-

The measurement of losses applied on some sample network components in real
conditions can provide an indication of the level of losses and can be extrapolated to
the whole network (or used to validate the estimation of losses).
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The evolution of global losses may be compared with that of the network (more lines
or components lead to higher losses) and with that of energy flows (losses used to be
linked to consumption, but local generation has also an impact on losses level).

Figure 2: Example of MV and LV technical losses models (courtesy Enedis)
Nota-bene : besides energy losses calculation over a period, losses at peak power may also
be calculated for network planning purposes in the following ways:
-

through estimated peak load factors applied to the energy losses
with a global load-curve measurement for network (or sum of connected clients) and a
model for losses

Non-Technical Losses calculation
Non-technical losses are calculated as the difference between :
-

Global Losses (calculation from Level 1 definition) and
Technical Losses (estimation in Step 1)

This necessitates coherency between different calculations :
-

spatial coherency : global losses calculation and TL estimation will have to be done on
the same network area
temporal coherency : both for the global period and the calculation steps (yearly,
monthly, or even daily in a smart-meter context)
other calculation parameters will also have to be adjusted, depending on, for instance,
whether the calculation refers to real or normalized climatic conditions
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More globally, the split between TL and NTL is a way to precise the global energy balance
considered for the level 1 definition.
Nota-bene :
-

Estimated non-technical losses may include some uncertainties arising out of the
evaluation of technical losses.
The actual level of NTL can be confirmed through a comparison with the detailed NTL
by origin (Cf. 2.2.3).

Smart meter impact
Smart meters are a key factor to improve TL models for the calculation of losses:
-

-

They offer better measurement accuracy of the LV network load, deducted from the
customer meters’ aggregate load (both for energy losses and peak power losses
modeling)
They offer the opportunity to verify and correct network connection information
(attached sub-station, phase, …) when allowed by the AMI data communication (e.g.
with PLC system which reflects electric flows)

3.2.3. Measurement of losses factors (Level 3)
General Principle
The 3rd definition refers to the factors, that explains the global level of both technical and nontechnical losses. It represents a non-exhaustive list that may follow the evolution of distribution
network activities:
-

On technical losses : new low loss materials, DG impact on losses, Etc.
On non-technical losses : “smart” processes, NTL mitigation activity, …

Consequently, the sum of all identified measurement factors cannot totally fit to the global
losses measurement obtained by the other definition (levels 2 and 3) and it is necessary to
standardize these different definitions.
Concrete application
The main factors for non-technical losses can often be ascertained through an analysis of DSO
processes. However, it is much more difficult to evaluate the level of each factor of losses
factor.
Two different approaches may help sharing energies according to this “losses factors”
definition:
1. A “by-difference” approach with a part of energy losses energy that would remain
unassigned (or assigned to a “undefined / other” sector)
2. An “homothetic“ approach with a sharing of global losses energy in proportion of the
“identified factors” energies
Practically, the preferable approach depends on the type of losses (TL or NTL).
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Technical-losses
As TL models rely on the physical representation of the network, it is generally possible to
consider “sub-models” that concern “sub-networks”:
-

relative to a physical area (e.g. a DSO operational sub-unit)
relative to a network voltage level: MV and LV, with difference between lines and
transformers for each voltage level
comparing the individual network component characteristics with expected load for the
network component (with load flow models)

In this case, it is natural to choose an homothetic approach, coherent with the technical losses
model : global technical losses for a network are equal to the sum (or weighted sum) of all TL
for all the network components.

Figure 3: View of a network as the sum of its network components
Non-technical-losses
As previously mentioned, an analysis of the DSO processes can help identify the factors
contributing to NTL. However, it is harder to quantify them, because:
-

Detected issues provide rich information on NTL factors, but do not always reflect the
reality of level (?) of losses
Some NTL factors are easier to evaluate than others :
o The NTL level may be quite well known when an energy flow is measured but
not correctly assigned to a customer, (e.g. with energy consumed during move
in – move out process)
o The NTL level may be estimated by statistical methods (e.g. with metrologic
controls to quantified the energy relative to meter malfunctions)
o In other cases, the detected cases give a partial, and even sometimes biased
view of the potential levels of NTL (e.g., with some illegal connections or meter
bypass that can hardly be detected by on-field teams)

Consequently, it is often necessary to consider a “by-difference” approach, with an
“undetermined NTL” category to obtain a coherency between the sum of determined factors
and the global NTL levels.
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KPIs for TL and NTL
In order to take into account the difficulty to have a global view on the different factors that
constitute NTL factors, it is possible to define relevant KPI on detected cases and on some
“risk factors” for the different operational areas of a DSO (e.g. move in – move out frequency)
in order to:
o
o
o

Evaluate mitigation methods efficiency (hit ratio on successful cases).
Estimate remaining losses level (number of new cases, hit ratio on nonsuccessful cases).
Allow a possible comparison with the evolution of global losses (if possible, on
a restricted period or area) and ascertain if mitigating the factors contributing to
losses factor results in a reduction of global losses.

Figure 4: example of typology with NTL key factors (courtesy Enedis)
A global strategy (often called “revenue assurance”) can be setup to secure DSO operational
processes and mitigate NTL, as recently illustrated by EDP, with :
-

-

an action plan based on four pillars - Organization, Processes, Procedures and
Systems - consisting of defined actions across the entire process and measurement
through relevant KPIs
a holistic approach to the revenue value chain (meter-to-cash process), from the
operational field teams, through legal and data analysts, to information systems.
a trend for data accrued by telemeter devices and smart-meters, helping in a more
precise identification of opportunities for losses reduction.
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Figure 5: example of “revenue assurance” operational strategy based on KPI analyses
(courtesy EDP)
It is also important to consider the way losses (both global, TL and NTL) are expressed:
-

-

-

Raw levels of losses in kWh are of significance for the DSO, but a direct comparison
with other DSO losses levels is more difficult: indeed, DSO losses depend not only on
the network structure, but also on network energy flows.
Losses rates make a comparison between loss and energy flow levels. Consequently,
they provide reference values that may be rather comparable between networks, even
if they are detailed by voltage level for relevant benchmarks.
Raw losses values and losses rates will have to be calculated over long periods (at
least 3 years) to ensure stability and robustness, as a losses for a given year may not
be significant due the variability and uncertainty (data collection hazards, climatic
conditions, …)

Smart meter impact
Smart-meters can impact loss KPIs in two ways:
-

-

“Smart” process: improving and securing DSO process, especially on measurements
and contract information on the “meter to bill chain” (e.g. IT integrity with a unique value
for a data in all IT systems).
Data mining: tracking and classifying anomalies, with an ever greater telemetered data
usage in analysing TL and NTL, and with the help of big data algorithms. In this case,
KPIs are constituted by lists of potential anomalies and are associated a “hit-ratio”
relative to their detection.
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3.2.4. Complementary losses measurements (Levels 1 – 2 – 3)
These different measurement methods prove to be compatible and even complementary, with
the possibility of combining them. This allows for a more precise focus on losses, giving some
information on the main factors for losses. This can then help find the best way to control them.
Level 1 :

Level 2 :

Global losses

TL / NTL detail

Level 3 : Detailed
losses factors

Objective /
losses

Measure

Manage

Mitigate

Method

Energy balance

TL model (global)

TL model (analytic)

+ Energy balance (level 1)

KPI & analyses on NTL

Example

Potential volumes for
losses mitigation actions

DG impact on TL
Progress of NTL mitigation
action plan

Location, qualification
and prioritization of NTL
volumes

Smart-meter
impact

Energy measurement
(network & customer)

Energy measurement
Connection corrections (GIS)

“Smart” process
Datamining

Period

Annually (+ monthly)

Annually

Monthly

Geography

DSO & Sub-unit
(physical perimeter)

DSO & Sub-unit
(local TL model)

DSO & Sub-unit (NTL
sources identification)

Table 7: Characteristics of measurement methods for each definition of losses

Nota-bene : the different loss measurement methods give reference levels for a network. They
may be characteristics of the network structure and - under certain conditions - of its efficiency.
The difficulty to compare losses will be detailed in the parts of the report that follow, both on
TL and NTL.

3.3. CONCLUSION
The effectiveness of the definition of losses can be confirmed by the main findings in the
measurement methods for losses:
1/ Specific and practical measurement methods can be elaborated for the three different
definitions that have been proposed by the Working Group:
-

Global losses estimation (Level 1) : energy balance
Technical / Non-technical losses repartition (Level 2) : technical losses model
Detailed losses by origin (Level 3) : KPIs & analyses

2/ These different measurement methods prove to be compatible and even complementary,
with the possibility of combining them. This allows for a more precise focus on losses, giving
some Information on the main factors for losses. This can then help find the best way to control
them.
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3/ Smart meters have an important impact on the measurement of losses for the 3 defined
losses levels :
-

-

Facilitating and improving the energy measurement, both for final customers /
producers and for network equipment, including higher precision in
o Temporal and geographic energy balances
o Temporal and geographic technical loss models
Helping in the limitation of network and process uncertainties and anomalies
o Connection corrections in GIS (if adapted AMI communication systems exist)
o Data mining methods for anomaly identification and quantification

Through rigorous and virtuous approaches, measurement methods may be considered as
one important basis of a global smart-grid approach.
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4. TECHNICAL LOSSES
4.1. INTRODUCTION
4.1.1. TL definition (reminder)
As developed in Definition part, technical energy losses in electricity networks are summarized
in Figure 1.
Corona losses
Fixed

Leakage current losses
Dielectric losses
Iron losses / No load losses
Joule losses

Variable

Copper losses / Load losses
Losses caused by contact resistance
Consumption in protection systems

Network
services

Losses caused by continuous load of measuring elements
Losses caused by continuous load of control elements
Figure 1: Summary of technical losses types

4.1.2. Objectives of the TL section
In the previous section of this report, a formal definition of the different types of distribution
network losses and the components that constitute these losses were outlined. In this part of
the report, we look closer into technical losses, their size, and steps towards their mitigation in
distribution networks.
We remind the reader of the following concepts to be kept in mind for easy understanding of
this portion of the report:


As explained, the total losses in any network consist of technical losses (TL) and nontechnical losses (NTL).



The total losses in a network are defined as the difference between the overall input
energy to the network and the overall energy consumption in the network.
A separate metering of TL is not possible in networks, especially in low voltage (LV)
networks, where NTL tends to be especially high. More information on this follows in
the next part of the report on NTL.



The calculation/estimation of TL using detailed information of the network under consideration
is possible. The information available for various networks depends on the voltage levels (with
more information generally available for higher voltage networks) and in the country (more,
specific information is generally available in developed countries).
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There are several reasons one may want to reduce the TL. Often, it could be because
distribution system operators want to decrease expenditures on their networks. It could also
be due to the political framework and regulation in countries for incentivizes the reduction of
TL. We can cite for example the 2012 EU Energy Efficiency Directive that established a set of
binding measures with respect to energy efficiency. The requirements outlined in the directive
include among others, a 20% increase in energy efficiency by 2020 across the entire value
chain. More recently, the 2016 “Winter Energy Package,” first proposed by the EU on the 30 th
of November 2016, includes a stricter 30% target, along with measures to ensure the new
target is met [1][2].

4.2. TL SIZE IN DISTRIBUTION
4.2.1. Global view
A lot of information is generally available with respect to the level of losses. However, in order
to compare losses, one has to take into account the following:
- What does loss ratio mean? (Only technical losses or total losses?)
- What is the base (100%) of the energy? (Input energy or consumption?)
- Is transit energy included? (eg, energy from transmission to distribution network
through another distribution network)
- Which type of network is considered? (Only distribution, transmission and distribution
together?)
- What types of voltage levels are analyzed? (not all Distribution System Operators
(DSOs) have high voltage)
Some respondents are of the opinion that separating the contributions of technical and nontechnical losses is a difficult task [3]. Thus, comparisons of losses in the world are generally
based on total losses (and not directly on TL, that are always lower), as shown in following
examples.
The figures below (Figure 2 to Figure 6) present the evolution of losses level in transmission
and distribution systems across the world. This data was sourced from The World Bank [4].
Figure 2 shows the evolution of losses worldwide over the years 1993-2013 as a percentage
of the total energy transported and distributed in electrical power systems.
9,5
9,0
8,5
8,0
7,5

World WLD

Figure 2: Total Losses 1993-2013 World (% of output)
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The world average is slightly above 8% of the total electrical energy consumption in 2013.
Although the trend of losses is shown to decrease across the world in general, it is possible to
find examples to the contrary in certain countries or continents.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of total losses for the same period in the Americas, while Figure
4 shows the evolution of losses in three representative countries in Europe.
Similar illustrations for the evolution of losses in Asia and Africa can be found in Figure 5 and
Figure 6 respectively.
30,0
25,0
20,0
15,0
10,0
5,0
0,0

15,0
10,0

Canada CAN

Colombia COL

2013

2011

2009
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2001

1999

2013

2011

2009

2007

2005

2003

2001

1999

Angola AGO

Mongolia MNG

South Africa ZAF

Zimbabwe ZWE

Vietnam VNM
Figure 5: Total Losses 1993-2013 Asia (% of output)
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Figure 4: Total Losses 1993-2013 Europe (% of output)
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Figure 3: Total Losses 1993-2013 America (% of output)
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Figure 6: Total Losses 1993-2013 Africa (% of output)

The trends in losses in developed countries, where losses are generally low, are shown to be
more or less stable over the given period. The biggest decreases, and sometimes the biggest
increases, are shown to occur in developing countries, like Colombia and Zimbabwe
respectively.

4.2.2. Detailed view on TL
French and Northern Germany distribution networks
In France, data about the size of TL in distribution networks is available from the largest
distribution system operator Enedis (originally ERDF) [5]. The TL shown are estimated from
manufacturer datasheets, iron losses in transformers and conductors, and statistical
calculations which consider load curves. In 2006, Enedis is shown to register a TL of 12 TWh.
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The injected power in the network was about 354 TWh, which translates to a loss percentage
of around 3.4%. Figure 7 shows data from France and similar detail information from a specific
small part of Germany.
Grid levels
HV/MV substations
MV grid level
MV/LV substations
LV grid level (lines, connections, …)

Northern Germany
10%
34%
14%
42%

France
17%
28%
36%
19%

Figure 7: TL % in the French and specific small part of Northern Germany distribution
networks [5] [9]
These separate figures, primarily reflecting strong context differences, can be used for detailed
benchmarking and the allocation of efficiency efforts. Such differences emphasize the
importance of an individually and detailed analysis as basis for grid planning [9].
GB rural and urban distribution networks
Great Britain example illustrates that TLs are strongly linked to the type of grids: see Figure 8.

Figure 8: TL % in rural and urban distribution networks in Great Britain [21]
It appears in this example that on rural network, the majority of losses occur on the high voltage
part, whereas on urban network losses occur mostly in distribution transformers and on the
low voltage part.
In most cases, the DSOs’ priority is the quality of services, taking into account the quality/cost
ratio. Once the network is strongly established, losses optimization becomes more relevant.
However, losses may deeply vary depending on the network type. Moreover, determining a
reference level of losses for a network is a complicated question: Would a unique regulation
for all types of network on the national territory be efficient?
Energy of TL in urban distribution networks in developed countries can be about 3,5% of the
energy delivered in these networks, but TL in rural networks may be up to twice as much higher
due to delivery of energy to larger less populated areas. It is difficult however, to pinpoint the
exact levels of TL in networks worldwide, as they are dependent on the type and age of the
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equipment in the network, the amount and load profile of the distributed energy etc. This is
also one of the reasons why various studies give different results for losses level.

4.2.3. DSO concern on TL
The presentation of WG survey results gives the aggregate answers of the DSO and
proposes a focus on some specific issues (Table 1).
Technical
Losses
Fixed
Component
Variable
Component

Technical
Losses
Fixed
Component
Variable
Component

Europe
Sweden Austria

Slovenia

Czech

France

Italy Portugal

Spain

UK

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

M

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

Japan

Asia
China

America
USA
BRAZIL

Indonesia

H

H

M

M

M

L

M

L

H

H

Table 1: Survey - Qualitative ranking of countries with respect to TL components
(LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH)
As far as losses are concerned, all countries consider that TL are a high concern, with some
difference between the fix component (network investments) and the variable component
(energy efficiency, regulation on TL volumes).

4.3. METHODS FOR TL MITIGATION
TL can be mitigated in several ways. Fixed losses, like the core losses in transformers, can for
example be reduced by using more efficient transformers. However, they cannot be
eradicated. The literature indicates that variable losses contribute more than fixed losses to
the total amount of power system TL. This also means that most of the efforts in reduction of
TL concentrate on the reduction of variable losses. In this section, we outline some of the
important measures that can be taken to mitigate TL.

4.3.1. Component Replacement
Increasing voltage level
Increasing the voltage level in distribution networks reduces the currents required to distribute
the same amount of power, increases current capacity of the grid and reduces substantial
voltage drops and line losses [7]. However, care must be taken during the implementation of
this solution, as insulation damage may occur more easily with increased voltages.
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Eliminating transformation steps
Fixed losses can be reduced without replacing equipment by reducing the number of energized
transformers in the system. This can be achieved by eliminating transformation steps which
could be achieved by direct coupling of higher voltage levels to lower ones without the use of
intermediate transformers (use of a single transformation step).
Increasing line capacity
Increasing cross-sectional area of cables leads to reduction of variable losses. This is due to
the fact that conductors with higher cross-sectional area have lesser resistance. An alternative
approach is to make use of high-temperature superconductors (HTS) which have infinitesimal
resistances when they are cooled down at -180°C and can carry five times the current of a
conventional cable system with the same outer dimensions. The only losses in such systems
are due to the energy needed to operate the cooling mechanism [7].
Figure 9 illustrates one of possible examples for 400V cable.

Figure 9: Electrical losses for different cross-sectional area of 400V cable [6]
More generally, a DSO has to choose the right cross section on a long term techno-economic
optimization which balances losses savings and current capacity over equipment over-costs
of a higher cross section.
Energy efficient transformers
As transformers are responsible for both variable and fixed losses in the system and their
replacement is easier than changing cables or lines, this option presents a good loss reduction
potential, and affects almost all factors of losses. The asset replacement strategy depends on
the state of the population, characterized by the age, size and type of transformers. The
lifetime of transformers is typically around 40 years, meaning that efficient transformers can
have a long-lasting impact on the TL in the network [7].
In paper [21] from year 2014, it is possible to find interesting analysis about costs for different
least-cost distribution transformers. Figure 10 shows the outcome of the analysis of economic
network loading of distribution transformers, with losses assessed using discount rate of 3.5%
over 45 years. It is interesting to observe that transformer capital costs are similar to the cost
of losses and that, in this paper, the optimal utilization of transformers may be between 60%
and 100% [21]. This ratio results from a techno-economic approach that may accept lower
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values in some cases and that has to consider the complete costs and operational constraints
(e.g. the transformers design should also assess contingencies situation, like transformer
sizing).

Figure 10: Least-cost Distribution Transformer for case discount rate of 3.5%
over 45 years [21]
Transformer losses in the EU electrical network are estimated to be in the range of 70 to 100
TWh at the current load factors. Distribution and power transformers represent around 5 million
units. After power lines, distribution transformers have the second highest potential for energy
efficiency improvement. Modern transformer technology is capable of reducing transformer
losses considerably. More detail is in Appendix - Cut costs, losses with transformer technology
upgrades [11].
Losses caused by continuous load of measuring element and control elements
This type of losses is generated due to small own energy consumption of elements. Amount
of meters and control components is sizable, so it is not possible to ignore it. Modern electronic
meters have consumption lower than electromechanical meters, but probably implementation
of smart meter causes consumption growth again, especially with a more solicited
communication system. More detail is in Appendix - Own Energy Consumption of Smart
Metering Infrastructure and Energy Monitoring Systems. On the other hand, smart-meters give
us opportunity for the realization of other measures. Using more efficient equipment can
mitigate this type of TL.
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Losses caused by contact resistance
Source of losses is in current flowing through connectors of conductors. There are very small
resistances, but the amount of connectors is sizable again. In case of loose connections
resistance is higher and even it can cause of power outage. The most frequently used methods
for detection of these connections is thermography. Using more efficient insulation piercing
connectors can mitigate this type of TL – see Figure 11. There are more details in Appendix IPC contribution to LV network efficiency and reliability.

Figure 11: Efficiency scale proposal for LV IPCs [13]
Consumption in protection systems
Amount of protection systems is sizable, so it is not possible to ignore it, much like in case of
meters. Source of losses is in current flowing through protection system (effect of “I2R”). Using
more efficient protection systems can mitigate this type of TL. More detail is in Appendix Evaluating Efficiency and Losses of Various Circuit Protective Devices.

4.3.2. Feed-In Control
Feed-In control
This measure refers to applying control actions for local balancing of demand and supply in
distribution grids, which leads to reduction of variable losses due to two key factors :
1. the reduction of energy transportation distance (energy is consumed locally).
2. and the reduction of marginal losses (by a flattening of flow profiles) [7].
Role of DG and grid management
Generally, locating generation closer to demand, both in time and space, could reduce losses
since the distance over which electricity is transported is shortened and the number of voltage
transformation levels is reduced. In reality, such local balancing does not occur. When the
penetration of DGs in the network increases beyond a certain limit (see Figure 12), the resulting
increase in network flows often translates into reverse flows from distribution networks to
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transmission networks [7]. There is an optimum level of DG penetration in every network that
can decrease TL.

Figure 12: Impact of increasing DG penetration level to grid losses [7]
It is important to keep in mind that this topic was investigated in Spain from the regulatory
framework of PV self-consumption installations point of view .
Final results from the paper [16]:
- The selection of the self-consumption regulatory framework has an important impact
on energy losses.
- In case of instantaneous self-consumption (self-consumption installation is designed
to provide 40% of the annual energy demand of the prosumer) increasing adoption
level has mainly positive effect.
- In order to minimize negative impacts, it is desirable to avoid or minimize energy
exports from PV self-consumption installations.
- Demand side management or distributed energy storage could allow a better
integration of such type of installations.
- Future work may include the influence of geographic dispersion or concentration of PV
self-consumption installations [16]
These results are very specific to the context of this analysis investigated in Spain, but they
confirm two key factors :
1. The high dependency on Consumption – Generation synchronism (cooling A-C system
/ PV Generators): they would be quite different with other Consumption behaviours
(e.g. with water-heaters or electric car with power peaks mostly during night-time) and
have to take into account seasonal and daily variability of PV, as illustrated in Italy [24]
2. The necessary search of new optimized solution adapted to DG new situation, with a
comparison between regulatory frameworks adapted to sizing of photovoltaic (PV) selfconsumption installations. Another possibility is to consider specific TOU tariffs adapted
to actual grid situation [23] and DG local contraints.
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More details is in Appendix - Assessing the impact of photovoltaic self-consumption support
policies on energy losses
The newest information [17] from this area has confirmed mentioned results and gives further
enclosures:
- The replacement of centralized generation by distributed generation may reduce the
losses, however, a subsequent increase in losses appears when the adoption levels
are increased.
- Voltage control by inverters connected to the MV network is an effective operation
measure to minimize over voltages and to operate the network within the voltage limits.
However, voltage control by the absorption of reactive power increases losses in all
analyzed scenarios. Smart solutions [19] can mitigate this drawback.
- DG coming from PV self-consumption does not always reduce losses. In certain cases
losses can increase with respect to initial levels.
- Some kind of incentive policies would lead to serious problems in the networks under
high adoption scenarios: losses increase and voltages exceed safety levels. Network
reinforcement is necessary to integrate high levels of generation [17]. It generates more
costs.

Intelligent management principles adopted by DSOs could also contribute effectively to a
decrease in TL. This involves proactive steps taken by DSOs to manage their distribution
networks. At the European level, a lot of research projects have in recent times focused on this
issue. The evolvDSO project http://www.evolvdso.eu/ is one of such projects that focuses on
the evolving roles of DSOs in active distribution network management, and has created tools
that help DSOs manage, among other things, variable TL in their networks.
Another important European research project is http://www.grid4eu.eu/ GRID4EU (LargeScale Demonstration of Advanced Smart Grid Solutions with Wide Replication and Scalability
Potential for EUROPE). The project aimed at testing innovative concepts and technologies in
real-size environments. It focused on how DSOs can dynamically manage electricity supply,
demand and to reduce energy losses [18]. One of the main results of the final report GRID
4EU – Automation at LV and MV levels also open up further levers to decrease energy losses.
DSOs have obligation to connect increasing penetration of DGs (renewable). The Economic
potential of solutions depends on implementation costs and on regulation framework. In paper
[19] two solutions (self-adaptive reactive power control and active power curtailment) on MV
networks are considered with aim to show profit of cost-benefit analysis. More details is in
Appendix - Cost benefit analysis of MV reactive power management and active power
curtailment
More globally, the global DG impact on losses (reduction vs increment) depends both on
geographic proximity and time synchronism between DG and other network flows.
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Reduction of marginal losses (Load smoothing)
A study of the effect of load profiles on the variable TL shows that smoother load profiles lead
to lower variable losses in the system. We refer to Figure 13, where two different types of load
curves have been tested on a system and compared with its base load curve [7]. The smoothed
load curve (in blue) shows a reasonable amount of reduction in these losses, while the average
load curve (in green) shows a large reduction in the same.

Figure 13: Impact of smoothing the system loading on the reduction of variable losses [7]

In all cases, the same energy is carried by the system. But the loading profiles present a
different variability. Smoother loading profiles lead to significant losses reduction, up to 20%
for a flat profile [7].

4.3.3. Grid Management
Transformers switching
Alternatively to elimination of transformation steps which would be a long term action, a grid
management solution as switching off transformers could be possible in periods of low demand
for configurations where multiple transformers are required in a substation to meet peak load
or for redundancy [7].
Network reconfiguration
The configuration of the network has an effect on losses in terms of the distance the electricity
is transported. MV networks are typically configured as open loops and are controlled in order
to be able to isolate faults and restore power. As the demand changes spatially and in time, it
is often the case that the configuration of a network is not the optimal one for the specific
demand situation. There might therefore be some scope for reducing losses by reconfiguring
the network, to provide shorter, more direct paths to where highest demand is situated [7].
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Reactive power management
Local voltage control actions (reactive power injection or absorption) are the most widely
accepted means for supporting voltages and reducing reactive losses in distribution networks.
This reactive power compensation can be brought by capacitor banks placed in the networks
[7], or through the compensation of distributed generation connected to the network.
Further information about “2/3 rule” for sizing and placing capacitors is in Appendix - Using
capacitors.
Imbalances
Imbalances in the loading between the three phases lead unavoidably to increased currents in
at least one phase, which increase marginal losses. Imbalances are a common phenomenon
in LV networks where single-phase or double-phase customers are connected to the threephase system. These imbalances lead to having one phase carrying higher currents, giving
rise to variable losses. The measure is to statically or dynamically transfer loads from one
feeder to another to balance the total load across multiple feeders and transformers. As the
demand changes in time, optimally balancing should be performed in short time periods and
reacting to demand changes [7].
This topic was investigated in France in context of smart grid data with the aim to develop new
calculation tool for LV networks design based on AMM data, individual load curves and real
phase connections. Final results from the paper [20].
Large Scale Diagnostic
Dashboards generated by developed system turned out to be very useful to detect LV grids
having constraints or being close to constraints: overloaded transformers and feeders with
excessive voltage drops. In most cases, phase-unbalance is responsible of these drops.
Approximately, 50% of LV feeders can benefit from phase balancing, meaning that their
performance (losses, quality) can be improved thanks to few smart phase switching. However,
only a small proportion of these operations are profitable, less than 10%, since balancing costs
(OPEX) can be high in some cases, especially in urban areas [20].
Phase-Balancing Study Case
This load-balancing operation substantially improves grid’s performances. Voltage constraints
are eliminated and power flows are much better balanced. More details are in Appendix - First
use of smart grid data in distribution network planning [20].
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4.3.4. Qualification of TL Mitigation Methods

Component
Replacement

One recent study [7] has classified possible methods for reducing TL according to their
potential impact on losses – see Figure 14:
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Figure 14: Mapping of the energy efficiency potential of each measure [7]
CHP - Combined Heat and Power
CVR – Conservation Voltage Reduction
DR - Demand Response
DER – Distributed Energy Resources
DG - Distributed Generation
EE – Energy Efficiency
VRES - Variable Renewable Energy Sources HTS – High Temperature Superconductors
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4.4. STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING TL
4.4.1. DSO use of TL mitigation methods (WG survey)
The survey performed for the CIRED WG reports DSO opinion about several mitigation
methods, including new technologies, according to their potential impact on TL.
Components methods
DSOs generally use techno-economic approach including losses in cost-benefit analysis
(Table 2).
Yes
No
Question
Have you made a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) for the investment
13
3
and loss reduction over the lifetime of your components?
Table 2: Survey question on cost-benefits-analysis

DSO are questionned about the most interesting solutions emerging, available to tackle losses
(Table 3). Low loss transformers and - at a lower level - low loss connectors represent the most
promising solutions, whereas superconductors are hardly not considered.

Component

Solution

High

Medium

Low

Low Loss Transformers
Connectors
Superconductors

12
3
0

2
8
2

0
2
7

Table 3: Survey question on emerging component technologies

Feed-in-control methods
Reactive Power, and DER (Distributed Energy Resources) like Distributed Generation,
Demand Response etc., may have some positive or negative impact on losses (Table 4).
A majority of DSOs see some opportunities for loss reduction through the use of flexibilities
and have started to analyse their impact on losses. Thus, only few of them have started
discussions with regulation bodies and upstream / downstream stakeholders on the subject
(some in southern Europ, with much PV and relatively high losses, ... and some in Northern
Europ with little PV and low losses !). Last point, no compensation is currently planned for
potential negative impact of DER on losses except by one DSO in Brazil.
Question

Yes

No

Have you started to analyse their impact on your losses?

12

6

If losses increase due to external control of DER, is there any compensation
planned for such a potential negative impact?

1

13

Do you see some opportunities for loss reduction through the use of flexibilities?

14

3

Have you started discussions with regulation bodies and upstream / downstream
stakeholders in order to organize / optimize the use of these flexibilities,
especially with respect to losses?

4

14

Table 4: Survey question on Feed-in-control
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Besides, a minority of DSOs consider storage as an interesting emerging solutions, available
to tackle losses, by (Table 5).

Feed-in Control

Solution

High

Medium

Low

Storage

1

3

10

Table 5: Survey question on emerging feed-in-control technologies

Grid management
On the field of grid management, half of respondant DSOs consider losses as a decision
variable for network expansion or reinforcement (Table 6). As mentionned by a DSO, the main
reason for investment is better safety of power supply, the secondary advantage is reduction
of losses, resulting from a cost / quality optimization.
Question

Yes

No

Are losses a decision variable when making network expansion or
reinforcement choices?

6

6

Table 6: Survey question on expansion / reinforcement

For network reconfiguration (table 7), reducing losses appears to be one reason within others
for DSOs (and is often not considered) ; one booster may be smart-grid technologies (e.g. new
Low Voltage control system).
Question

Yes

No

Have you started to work on Network Reconfiguration?

12

7

If "Yes", what impact has this brought to your networks?

Losses
(4)

If "no", why have you not started, and what is your future plan in this
aspect?

SmartGrid (2)

Table 7: Survey question on network reconfiguration

Only a minority of DSOs, situated in Asia or in Northern / Southern American, answer to have
worked on Load Shifting, with losses reduction as a reason within others.
Question
Have you started to work on Load Shifting in your network?
If "Yes", what impact has this brought to your networks?

Yes

No

5

1

1 for loss
reduction

Table 8: Survey question on load shifting
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4.4.2. Global approach on losses
Interesting plan for the development of a more efficient distribution network [11]:
- Within the next 3 months, identify areas where waste can occur: primary substations,
MV feeders, secondary substations. Consider parameters such as density of
population, power of existing and forecasted DER, strategy around smart metering, and
existing communication options.
- Within the next year, install sensors and applications that can accurately assess the
magnitude of the efficiency losses. Begin to identify areas of improvement.
- Within the next two years, implement pilot project to demonstrate feasibility, quantify
the gains, and estimate the deployment costs.
- Within the next 10 years plan and implement the staged rollout [11].
It proves that TL mitigation shall be analyzed and planned on a long term period.

4.4.3. Smart-grid impact on losses
Smart Grid technology gives a possible to view topic in other context Table 9:
(with potential H – High , M – Middle, L – Low)

Type of measures

Scenario
with SG
opportunity

Scenario
without SG
opportunity

Component replacement

H

H

Energy efficient transformers
Increasing line capacity
Increasing voltage level

H
H
H

H
H
H

Feed in control

H

M

Distributed Generation
Energy storage

H
H

M
M

Grid management

H/M

M/L

Transformer switching
Network reconfiguration
Reactive power management
DER voltage control
Elimination of imbalance
Demand response management / Load smoothing
Regular inspection of the distribution equipment

M
H
M
M
H
H
M

L
M
M
M
M
L
M

Table 9: Mapping of the SG potential of each measure

Conclusion: Globally, smart-grid approach helps to locate network dysfunctions, and thus
contribute to improve component optimization. But it mainly offers new possibilities for grid and
feed-in control management.
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4.4.4. Techno-economic approach
General principle
As for all investment decisions, DSO shall consider only the different methods for TL mitigation
with profitable return on investment (ROI).
The techno-economic approach consists of comparing costs and benefits of the measure on
a long term basis.
Indeed, the investment decision will have to take into account all techno-economic impacts
such as investment costs (initial investment and final replacement) but also operational
expenditures - including technical losses - and the assessment of the grid quality on the entire
lifetime of the equipment.
In practice, technical losses are hardly a key factor in the investment decisions. But different
situations may occur and lead to investments in solutions to mitigating TL solutions:
-

Some kind of investments are mainly guided by technical losses such as cross
sectional area decisions

-

In some cases, losses cost does not trigger the investment decision but only influences
on the chosen technical solution (energy efficient equipment)

-

Sometimes, measures are taken - even if return on investment is not guaranteed because regulator gives some incentive or because decrees to the effect are passed.

NB : Currently regulatory framework has considerable influence on the amount of TL, and
maybe on costs of TL, due to behaviour of the stakeholders with positive or negative impact to
losses (e.g. DG examples, energy efficiency programs on losses volumes or energy prices
evolution on losses prices).
Application to DSO situation
Techno-economic approach has to be adapted for future investments decisions in all DSO
situation :
- in developing countries, the objective is to achieve construction or reinforcement of the
grid (e.g. upon the milestone of 90% electrification) with an optimized global cost where
loss cost is negligible in front of non-quality cost
- in developed countries, the grid is assumed to be more efficient or of “good quality”,
and one will look at how the grid can be “upgraded”. Losses become an issue, which
remains nevertheless secondary compared to criteria regarding quality of service or
obligations such as the integration of renewable energies
In all situations, it is crucial to assess the performance of the network (LV network): this
information will contribute towards network management and future implementation of smart
grids.
Price of energy issue
It is important to notice that one of the key factors influencing the final decision is the price of
energy that shall be considered in ROI approach.
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Figure 15 Electricity price on market [8]
In most cases, the market creates the prices (see Figure 16) and the huge prices variations
(between 20 and 90 €/MWh between 2010 and 2016) make it much uneasy to prepare reliable
prediction on a very long period (40 years - lifetime of transformers). This leads to high
uncertainty on the ROI of investments that are strongly driven by benefits on TL costs.
Considering the high cost of mitigation action, TL reduction at any rate cannot be the best
decision, especially when TL level (and energy price) is already relatively low. The cost of
mitigation action should be compared to the cost of the losses themselves on a long term view,
that may justify the consideration of a normative price in an appropriate regulatory framework.
DSO opinion on economic aspects
About half of DSOs have a specific budget to tackle losses, generally (but not only) in countries
with high losses concern and with an amount that may be higher than 5% of total investment
for some of them (Table 9).
Question

Yes
Yes
(< 5%) (> 5%)

Do you have a specific budget to tackle losses? (% of total investment)

5

No

3

10

Table 10: Survey question on budget to tackle losses

In general, loss reduction is considered as one of the variables of a larger investment
optimization plan (Table 10), but not the main driver for investments [7]. Penalties may also be
a driver, not as a reward, but as a supplementary cost that shall be avoided.
Question

Increase
benefit (*)

Avoid
penalties

6

6

What type of ROI are you looking for in loss reduction projects?
Table 11: Survey question on ROI for loss reduction projects
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(*) or minimisation of total life time costs

4.5. CONCLUSION
1/ The analysis of the different types of the TL shows that TL structure and level are very
specific to each distribution network.
2/ This paper describes and classifies some possible methods for TL reduction with three
categories (Component / Feed-in-control / Grid Management) and two main issues:
1. The methods that can be boosted by smart grid approach
2. The question of geographic proximity and time synchronism for DG impact on losses
(reduction vs increment)
3/ TL limitation is a complex equation with many variables: Distribution system operators shall
consider the different methods aiming to mitigate TL with a technical-economic approach
promoting network achievement at an optimized cost in developing countries and quality of
supply rather than losses in developed countries.
4/ Regulation is a key factor to solve this difficulty, in favouring cooperation between
stakeholders and adopting a more global approach:
-

-

Tariff may provide DSO a long-term financial framework with favourable incentives to
find a balance between investment costs borne by the client and the stakes related to
losses. This, either way, renders that dynamic quite slow (ex: in Great Britain, effects
of the measures initiated will be monitored over a period of 8 years).
As an example, research programs on the field of smart grid have a large potential to
boost both a solution for losses reduction and for power quality improvement.
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5. NON-TECHNICAL LOSSES
5.1. INTRODUCTION
5.1.1. Definition (reminder of previous content)
Non-technical losses primarily relate to unidentified, misallocated and inaccurate energy flows.
In essence it represents the amount of energy that is delivered but not accounted for. The
types of NTL are summarized in Fig 1.

Figure 1: Summary of types of NTL
The aim of this chapter is to estimate the size of NTL in various regions around the world and
to explore measures that have been used successfully in reducing the size of NTL. The chapter
ends with a recommended method for reducing NTL, based on the experiences reported, and
with a list of methods that could also be used for tackling technical losses (TL).

5.1.2. Classification
Theft and fraud
The literature indicates that theft and fraud, circled in red, in Figure 1, make up the largest
component of NTL – it certainly receives the most attention – and may take the following forms:
• Illegal connections to the distribution network – these connections are not immediately
known to the utility and hence they are not metered.
• Illegal re-connections – where a customer reconnects their supply when they have been
disconnected, again the utility may not be metering and charging for this energy.
• Bypassing or other tampering with the meter to either avoid paying for electricity or to reduce
the amount that is billed.
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Examples of the above are shown in Figure 2. Actions such as those shown can have serious
safety implications. For example, in order to bypass a meter of the type shown on the left of
the figure the entire meter, which includes the residual current device (RCD), is bypassed,
leaving the installation unprotected. Illegal connections to the network likewise have
inadequate protection and live parts may be exposed.
The additional power flows due to illegal connections may also lead to network equipment
being over-stressed, this may lead to overheating or even explosion of this equipment, which
may cause injury to people.

Wires inserted to
close the circuit
(meter removed)

Common electricity
meter base

Figure 2: Examples of a bypassed meter (left) and wires illegally connected to the low
voltage network (right) [Beutel 2015]
Business inefficiencies
All other types of NTL may be broadly defined as business inefficiencies or uncertainties.
Measurement errors occur in the metering equipment and can result in the energy usage being
under (or over) read, resulting in less energy being recorded than is actually being used.
Accounting and information errors are errors or inefficiencies in business processes.
Unmetered supplies are either supplies not metered in error or, more likely, cases where the
energy usage of certain customers is estimated rather than measured or where certain
customers are purposefully not charged. In a similar way, some supplies may be correctly
measured, but not correctly contracted, with the same result of customers not being charged.
Time difference between meter readings and period of calculation refers to energy usage
estimations that have to be made when losses are calculated for a defined period (e.g. a month
or a year) but the meter readings for the end date (e.g. 31 st Dec 24h00) or for the start date
(e.g. 1st Jan 00h00) are not available.
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Meter malfunction
Meters may malfunction for several reasons, due to internal component fault or external
environment hazard, although overall this is a rare occurrence. An example is shown in Figure
3. Tampering may also appear as meter malfunction.

Figure 3: Example of a meter infested by ants

5.1.3. Macro-economic environment/framework
NTL are generally considered to be higher in developing countries than in developed countries,
because most people in the latter can afford to pay cost-reflective tariffs [Antman 2009], but
they are by no means non-existent in developed countries. This is supported by analysis of
World Bank data for 2000, which shows that regions apart from Western Europe, North
America, Southeast Asia, East Asia and Australasia have significant levels of NTL (the
threshold being taken as total T&D losses of 16% or more) [Smith 2004].
Many utilities in developing countries have managed to significantly reduce NTL, but other
utilities continue to experience significant NTL [Antman 2009]. A substantial portion of NTLs
are caused by users who can afford to pay, e.g. high-energy industrial or commercial premises,
so NTLs can in many cases be reduced with little or no loss of welfare [Antman 2009].
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5.2. SIZE OF NTL
5.2.1. Global view
This may be summarized in Table 1. This table summarizes the more detailed information
covered in Appendix 7.2.11 (More detail around NTL types and extent), references are included
at that point.
Table 1 shows the following:
1. In many cases estimates vary for the same country. The level of losses may vary even
within the same country, depending on the region [ERGEG 2009].
2. Separating technical losses (TL) and NTL is not always an easy task [ERGEG 2009]
[SPEN 2014], hence the fact that TL and NTL are often combined, in some cases
transmission and distribution losses are also combined.
Europe

Asia

North &
Central
America
South
America
Middle
East &
Africa

 Total distribution losses range from 2.3% (Sweden) to 11.8% (Poland), with
Romania (13.5%) and Turkey (19% due to theft alone) being outliers.
 An example of an extreme outlier is a village in Romania which had total
losses of 84%; these were subsequently reduced to 26.1% (9.7% of which
were TL).
 India: total losses vary significantly between utilities and between estimates
– 11% to 58%.
 Pakistan: > 30% total losses.
 Bangladesh: > 20% total losses.
 Indonesia: 7% losses due to theft.
 Malaysian peninsular: estimates vary from 11-15% (NTL only or total T&D
losses).
 Thailand’s public system has total T&D losses of about 11%.
 While the presence of NTL, particularly energy theft, is well known in
Mexico, the actual percentage loss has not been published. The annual cost
is estimated to be $475 million.
 The USA also has NTL and again the percentage is not known, but annual
costs likely run into the billions of $.
 Brazil: an estimated value of 7.3% - 25% of the energy supplied to the
distribution systems is lost to NTL.
 Chile: one utility reduced its total losses to 5% from 22%.
 Sub-Sahara: only 50% of electricity usage is paid for; Botswana is the best
performing (10%).
 As much as 7% of energy produced in South Africa is through to be lost to
theft alone.
 Over 50% of the business customers of one South Africa utility were found
to have bypassed their meters.
 Senegal: 21% total losses.
 Uganda loses about $30 million per year to electricity theft.
 Jordan: total distribution losses are in the 12-14% range.
Table 1: Size of NTL around the world

Conclusion: losses measurement is a necessary preliminary step to evaluate losses reality and
to focus on areas with high loss levels.
1

Some figures are also taken from Appendix 7.2.2, where the effectiveness of mitigation measures is discussed.
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5.2.2. Detailed view
A selection of countries from the survey performed for this report is ranked qualitatively in terms
of importance assigned to various root causes of NTL, as taken from the survey results, in
Table 2. This shows broad agreement with the literature, including the expected wide range of
losses and priorities between countries in Europe, as discussed further in Section 6.2. Priorities
may vary between DSOs, even in the same country (Cf. US). This makes it difficult to analyze
these results and hence to draw generalized conclusions, opening the results up to subjective
opinions. For example, it is not immediately known whether low priority assigned to NTL is due
to efficient mitigation measures or limited financial impacts.
The only conclusion possible is that there are countries not significantly concerned about
losses, either because their losses are low or because their regulation doesn’t penalize them.
There are therefore two possible conclusions regarding DSO’s attitudes towards NTL:
1. Weak concern about losses: either because their losses are low or because their regulation
doesn’t penalize them.
2. Strong concern about losses: priorities may vary between DSOs according to their specific
situation either on TL or NTL issues.
Root Cause

Swed. Austria Japan

Losses priority

Low

UK

China Indonesia

US

Slovenia

Italy

Medium

France Portugal Spain

High

Detected Theft
Detected Meter
Error
Detected
Incorrect Info of
Connection Point
Non-metered
Supply
Time-Lag
between Meter
Reading and
Calculation

(*)

Undetected Theft

(*)

Undetected Meter
Error
Undetected
Incorrect Info of
Connection Point
Other Unidentified
Source

(*)
(*)
(*)

Table 2: Qualitative ranking of a selection of countries with respect to root causes of NTL
(*) : average value with wide variation in the answers given by different DSOs
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5.3. MITIGATION OF NTL
5.3.1. Main principles
The main principles have been identified from the more detailed study presented in Appendix
7.2.2 (Mitigation of NTL), and may be categorized as shown in Table 3.
Dimension

Global

Local

External to the DSO

Regulation

Customer

Internal to the DSO

Measurements & IT systems

Field force

Table 3: Summary of NTL mitigation measures
The principles are now defined.
External
1. Regulation:
• The regulatory framework must be adequate to incentivize loss reduction in a realistic
way with e.g. setting of realistic loss targets and bonuses.
• Electrification of previously un-electrified areas (where illegal connections are known
to be rife) has also had good results as many customers now pay for electricity usage.
• Privatizing state-owned utilities has as a general rule shown to improve business
efficiency, but Appendix A shows that this can also have the opposite effect.
2. Customer:
• Good relationships with customers are also important, as this allows for the speedy
resolution of problems and hence lower risk of customers taking matters into their
own hands. Large power users are especially important in this respect since they
often have the largest incentive for theft.
• Customer education is an important component of any intervention, as it not only makes
the customer aware of the legal or financial implications of electricity theft but also
educates them with respect to the safety risks.
Internal
1. Measurements and IT systems:
• Accurate measurement of NTL is crucial, as this allows not only detection of the
presence of NTL but also the amount and location of losses, allowing prioritization of
areas for mitigation. One way of implementing this is by using central
check/observer/supervisory meters (also known as energy balancing).
• Improving utility business efficiency generally, e.g. implementation of advanced IT
systems, is also very important, as this reduces the risk of metering or billing errors.
Improving maintenance and inspection falls under the same category.
• Improving technology and network design can make NTL less likely.
• Several data analysis methods are available, but these are only as good as the utility
systems that support them. Only a few of these methods have been successfully used
in the field.
• Smart meters2 have significant potential for NTL identification, location and reduction,
on their own or as part of a wider system, and are already being used to good effect in
several countries.
2. Field force:
• Dedicated NTL reduction teams are used in several countries to detect and address
fraud.
• When implementing mitigation measures, the largest users of electricity should be
tackled first, for the reasons mentioned above, and large customers found to engage
in theft should be “named and shamed” and prosecuted, even if politically connected.
2

The meters may either be placed in the customer’s premises or out of reach of the customer with just a
customer interface unit in the premises (split meter).
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5.3.2. NTL mitigation using data mining
NTL mitigation may be improved by two types of data mining, which are illustrated in Figure 4:
Statistical regular approach, and
Big data and Smart meters approach.

Figure 4: The process of data mining (above) and applications on customer data mining (below)
(courtesy Enedis)

Data mining can be used as a tool for optimizing inspections in the field, by steering them to
specific areas or locations suspected of fraud, rather than sending teams on blanket
inspections. Inspection locations can also be ranked by importance. It is a continuous process
that involves statistical modelling, with the models updated with results from the field. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Step-by-step data mining process (courtesy ENEL)

Note that installing smart meters is not required to perform data mining, as long as an adequate
amount of input information is provided. Smart meters provide more information than if such
meters are not installed, improving the analytics, but data mining is not limited to smart
networks.
Further details of specific methods of data mining may be found in Appendix B, specifically in
sections 7.4 and 7.9.
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5.3.3. NTL mitigation with smart meters
Smart meters can drastically improve the effectiveness of a data mining solution, by detecting
events such as attempted tampering. Examples of what can be achieved using smart meters
and related IT systems are shown in Table 4.
Minimum losses per month to justify an investigation to find and
correct electricity theft [Doorduin 2004]
% electricity theft per month
Investigations per year
4.82
9.65
14.4
19.3
24.1
28.9

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 4: A proposed set of criteria for actions based on theft identified via energy balancing

However, the statistical approach (data mining) is not the only possibility as energy balancing
can be performed (depending on the amount of meters deployed in the network analyzed) by
simple differences between the energy inflows and outflows in a specific area.
An illustration of the principle, using a hypothetical example, is shown in Figure 6. The sum of
the energy recorded by each customer meter should add up to the energy outflow recorded at
the secondary substation (minus calculated TL). If not, then some form of NTL (and/or higher
TL) is present and should be investigated.

Figure 6: Illustration of the principle of energy balancing
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A real-world implementation of this principle by the Spanish DSO Iberdrola is shown in the
Figures 7-11 (3.5 million supply points representing ≈ 30% of the total supply points of Iberdrola
Distribution Spain).

Figure 7: Illustration of the monthly ranking of losses per secondary substation

Figure 8: Geographic representation of areas of the monthly ranking (identifying areas of
suspected NTL)

Figure 9: Average losses per month on the substation under suspect
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Figure 10: Inspection day/hour selection in a weekday/hourly basis (higher losses values)

Figure 11: Graphical outcome check – illegal connection to the network on the substation
reviewed (detected and corrected 6th April)

Further details around energy balancing may be found in Section 7.8.
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5.3.4. Mitigation of theft and fraud
The advanced techniques covered in the preceding sections can be used to detect theft and
fraud, as shown in Table 5. The response to suspected detected theft and fraud would vary,
depending on the conditions at the specific location, e.g. whether it is safe or not to investigate.
These methods can also improve TL models with a better LV representation (network
connection, load etc.).
Data mining and energy balances are two complementary methods that can be applied
considering the type of NTL.
Category of NTL

Theft / fraud

Origin of NTL

Approach

Bypass / meter tamper (recent)

Energy balance (P or E difference)
or Datamining (P or E drop)

Bypass / meter tamper (old)

Energy balance (P or E difference)

Illegal direct connection (no meter)

Energy balance (P or E difference)

Meter uncertainty (recent)

Energy balance (P or E difference)
or Datamining (P or E drop, )

Meter uncertainty (old)

Energy balance (P or E difference)

IT uncertainty (recent)

Energy balance (P or E difference)
or Datamining (P or E drop, )

IT uncertainty (old) including GIS errors

Energy balance (P or E difference)

Other NTL

Table 5: Mitigation approach depending on type of NTL

5.3.5. Other measures
Other measures that have been found in the literature are listed below.
Equipment-related measures
•
Tamper-proof meter boxes (Figure 12) and other security materials, as tamper-proof
numbered seals3.
•
Reduction of the average number of consumers per transformer.
•
Reducing the length of LV feeders4.
•
Split meters and meters located in the distribution box of the transformer point.
•
Prepaid meters.
•
Replace transformers with lower power ratings and improved protection.
•
Upgrading of electricity meters.
•
Smart card technology (to minimize the theft of energy).
•
Statistical monitoring of energy consumption.

3

According to meter types and communication means, different types of seals are available, e.g. traditional
types and more modern electronic types (both of them could be complementary).
4
Reducing LV feeder length means that there is less network that can be easily tampered with (the rest is MV
which is much more difficult to connect to). This measure also contributes to reduce TL.
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Utility process-related measures
•
Energy audits/targeted inspections.
•
Providing adequate means of testing meters.
•
Schedule for checking meters and replacing defective meters.
•
Updating records to remove errors.
•
Liaison with all appropriate stakeholders.
•
Providing internal training and awareness.
Law enforcement-related measures
•
Investigate parties who applied for a connection but didn’t complete the process.
•
Enacting strict laws and improve their enforcement.
•
Apply all reasonable safety measures when an illegal connection is detected.
Use of as many measures simultaneously as possible is encouraged, e.g. technical measures
such as implementation of smart meters and legal measures such as prosecuting offenders.
However, the cost of mitigation measures should be compared to the cost of the losses
themselves – if the measures cost more to implement than the cost of the reduced losses then
there is no incentive to implement them.
Refer to Appendix B for further information.
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5.4. RECOMMENDED METHODS OF REDUCING NTL
5.4.1 Global view
The principles listed in Section 3 are used to compile a proposed method, which is approached
from a utility (DSO) perspective. The first step in compiling this method is to group the various
principles (actions) into approaches, i.e. regulation (engagement with regulatory authorities),
capital investment, organization (business processes) and (customer behavior and)
communication. This is done in Table 6. This table also has a column for identifying which
actions can also be used to address technical losses (TL) and an additional row for additional
technical measures.

Internal to DSO1

External to DSO

Action
Electrification of previously unelectrified areas, where illegal
connections are known to be rife
Good
relationships
with
customers
Engage regulatory authorities to
adequately
incentivize
loss
reduction and put appropriate
regulation and laws in place
Customer
education
and
awareness
Accurate
measurement,
detection and location of NTL
Implementation of smart meters
and
corresponding
support
systems (these could also be
split and/or prepaid meters)
Improving
utility
business
efficiency generally
Improving
technology
and
network design to make NTL less
likely
Dedicated NTL reduction teams,
including adequate legal and
logistical backup
Tackle the largest users of
electricity
first,
including
prosecution, publicity and other
related measures
Data analysis to support all of the
above, including data collection
process and data quality
validation

Regulation

Capital
investment

Organization

Communication

Also TL

X

X

X

X

Negative
effect

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 6: Actions (rows) and approaches (columns) for tackling NTL
1

Colours refer to improvements in metering, operating efficiency and analytics.

Conclusion: NTL mitigation results from a combination of various complementary actions. The
exact measures employed should be decided according to the level of losses experienced by
the DSO and according to the unique circumstances of the DSO.
The actions in Table 6 are now applied to the different scenarios of DSOs, which are illustrated
in Table 7.
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5.4.2 Effect of socio-economic conditions
Socio-economic conditions are a major input when deciding which NTL mitigation measures
to employ. Areas may be classified depending on those areas:
 Traditional areas:
o Areas where traditional methodologies (inspections, normalizations and the
like) are sufficient to effectively control the level of fraud and theft.
o Mitigation measures include more productive inspections by improving
targeting of campaigns, energy balancing, data mining and other advanced
equipment and process-related measures.
 Complex areas:
o Areas where the support of law enforcement is needed in order to perform
traditional fraud and theft mitigation measures. These are usually areas in which
traditional methodology applied for NTL mitigation have a short effective life,
because of immediate recidivism of theft and frauds. In these areas, more
robust installations are needed in order to prevent fraud and theft.
o Mitigation measures include anti-theft technical solutions such as prepaid
meters and remote meter reading, armoured meter boxes, armoured tubes for
connections (up to the top of the pole), coaxial connections or even armoured
cables, split metering on top of the pole and remote alarms for meter boxes.
Examples of armoured boxes are shown in Figure 12.
 Risky areas:
o Regions that are usually strictly delimited (e.g. slums or favelas) in which the
social context hinders or even prevents any access to the premises in order to
inspect or solve any kind of anomaly. In the worst situations of this kind, even
low enforcement is ineffective. In these areas neither the traditional nor the
more robust solutions are effective, and losses may grow uncontrollably.
o Mitigation is usually by regulation such as social studies to objectively
demonstrate the social situation and lobbying with regulatory organizations to
obtain higher recognized losses. DSO sustainability and communication
functions also play a key role in creating a culture of legality, to improve local
economy and hence improve incomes, to promote energy saving policies and
safety campaigns reduce the risk of electrocution.

Figure 12: Examples of mitigation measures that could be employed in complex areas
(courtesy ENEL)
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5.4.3 Smart meter readiness
Dimension

With opportunity for smart
meter deployment

Without opportunity for
smart meter deployment

Developed countries

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Developing countries

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Table 7: Grouping of DSO scenarios

The scenarios are defined as follows:
 Scenario 1: DSO in developed country with smart meters already in place, or in the process
of being rolled out.
 Scenario 2: DSO in developed country with no immediate plans to roll out smart meters.
 Scenario 3: DSO in developing country with smart meters already in place, or in the process
of being rolled out or the capability to implement smart meters.
 Scenario 4: DSO in developing country with no capability to implement smart meters.
The cost-to-benefit ratio of each action is ranked for each scenario, the results are shown in
Table 8. The ranking is qualitative, based on the information in Appendix B, and may vary
depending on the unique circumstances of each DSO.

Internal to DSO1

External to DSO

Action
Electrification of previously un-electrified areas,
where illegal connections are known to be rife
Good relationships with customers
Engage regulatory authorities to adequately
incentivize loss reduction and put appropriate
regulation and laws in place
Customer education and awareness
Accurate measurement, detection and location
of NTL
Implementation
of
smart
meters
and
corresponding support systems
Implementation of prepaid meters2
Improving utility business efficiency generally
Improving technology and network design to
make NTL less likely
Dedicated NTL reduction teams, including
adequate legal and logistical backup
Tackle the largest users of electricity first,
including prosecution, publicity and other related
measures
Data analysis to support all of the above,
including data collection process and data
quality validation

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
M

M

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

H

H

M

M

H

M

M

L

H

M

M

L

L

L

M3

M3

H

H

H

H

H

H

M

M

H

M

M

L

H

H

H

H

H

M

M

L

Table 8: Actions ranked in terms of cost-to-benefit ratio (financial impact) for the above
different scenarios – H (highest benefit), M (moderate benefit), L (smallest benefit)
1

Colours refer to improvements in metering, operating efficiency and analytics.
This may also be considered as an aspect of “Improving technology and network design”.
3
Impact depends on various factors, including socio-economic.

2
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Table 8 shows that most actions are expected to have a high financial impact for scenario 1,
i.e. a DSO with smart meter capability in a developed country. A DSO in a developed country
without immediate smart meter capability can still reduce NTL in a relatively short space of
time, but measures that are data intensive will be more costly to implement than for scenario
1 and therefore would have a lower cost-to-benefit ratio. In such a case the DSO may be better
advised to use other measures, e.g. educating and building relationships with customers,
before implementation of smart meters and advanced network monitoring.
A DSO in scenario 3 would in many ways be in a similar position to one in scenario 2, but may
have greater scope for electrifying un-electrified areas since there may be more areas that are
not yet electrified. The DSO with the largest challenge is one in scenario 4, since it is likely
difficult to obtain accurate data; for such a scenario “smart” interventions would have the lowest
chance of success and engagements with large power users, electrification of un-electrified
areas and the like would have the best chance of success.
The impact of actions in all scenarios also depend on the level of losses experienced before
implementation of the actions – the higher the losses prior to implementation, the higher the
impact of mitigation actions is likely to be. This should also be considered when evaluating
mitigation actions.
In all scenarios, the more actions that can be applied simultaneously (within reason) the better.
Also, each action can have different ways of being implemented. For example, some of the
additional measures listed in Section 3.5 may be grouped as follows:
•
Technical measures can involve implementation of tamper-proof meter boxes and tamperproof numbered seals, split meters, locating meters in the distribution box of transformer
points, reduction of the average number of consumers per transformer, reducing the
length of LV feeders, replacing transformers with lower power ratings and improved
protection and switching and implementation of smart card technology.
•
Actions undertaken by dedicated NTL reduction teams can include energy audits or
targeted inspections, testing of meters and replacement of defective meters and upgrading
of meters.
•
Improvements to business efficiency may involve updating or correcting of records,
providing internal training and awareness and investigating parties who applied for a
connection but didn’t complete the process.
•
The regulatory authorities could be engaged to facilitate enacting strict laws against
energy theft and improving their enforcement.
The impact of regulation in smart network development should be noted. For example, in UK
the distribution company does not have access to the customer meters (only the retailer has
access), and the retailer does not necessarily have access to the measurement in the
secondary substations (check/observer/supervisory meters) as they are distribution
companies’ equipment. In such cases regulation makes it difficult or impossible for the utilities
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to better use the information generated by smart networks as it is split between two different
businesses.
In developing countries, social pressures such as community resistance to measures such as
implementation of smart and/or split meters can make NTL reduction very difficult. In essence,
technology cannot be used to solve social problems, and so the problem of electricity theft and
fraud becomes a societal one, rather than a DSO issue (even though the DSO has to deal with
the loss of revenue and is hence in a very difficult position).
The above are examples only, further measures may be found in Appendix B.

5.5. CONCLUSIONS
The key findings about NTL and their mitigation may be summarized as follows:
5. The limited experience with smart technologies in this application is that they are in
principle very good at tackling NTL. However, for them to be successful the business
processes and funding need to be in place within the DSO and correctly adapted to
adequately support this, and
6. The regulatory and general socio-economic conditions in the country need to be able
to support smart technologies and their use does not alleviate the need to also pursue
non-technical (traditional) measures such as fostering good customer relationships,
regular community engagements, law enforcement and the like.
The conditions and environment specific to each DSO need to be considered, as these may
alter the most effective NTL measures from those listed for different scenarios in this
document.
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6. REGULATION LEVERAGE
6.1. INTRODUCTION: SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT REGULATION OF LOSSES
The previous parts of the report have revealed that the reduction of losses is a complex
issue/problem (au choix):
1. Technical Losses represent a physical phenomenon and cannot be reduced to zero :
their “acceptable” or “efficient” level depends on the specificites of networks(structure,
flows etc).
2. Non-Technical Losses are, in general, evaluated by a global measurement, but may
arise out of different factors located either on the network (theft, …) or on DSO
processes (on meter to bill chain). These factors need to be correctly specified and
weighted before defining relevant mitigation actions.
3. TL and NTL mitigation actions depend on a technical and economic approach and
require a positive ROI to allow a concrete application on DSO process, either for
investments (AI, IT, …) or operations (analytics, field teams).
As global losses represent a global challenge for the electric system, the first objective of
regulation should be to set to the “right” economic level, with relevant incentives to all concerned
actors.
Consequently, here are some of the key questions that regulation has to address :
1. How to define and measure an efficient level for losses?
2. What is the role of each actor in the mitigation/reduction (au choix) losses?
3. How regulation can help actors in their roles?
This section of the report proposes different steps to answer to these questions :
1. An overview of the situation of different actors with respect to regulation (Cf. WG
survey results).
2. An analysis of the possible scenarios of losses regulation, with concrete illustrations.
3. A synthesis of these scenarios, including key points aiming to foster the TL and NTL
mitigation approaches previously presented in the report : these approaches are
detailed according to each DSO, with a specific point of view on its economic situation
and smart meter strategy.

6.2. AN OVERVIEW OF THE DIVERSE DSO SITUATIONS (SURVEY RESULTS)
This section of the report presents the main results from the survey conducted by the Group
related to the regulatory issues (Nota-Bene: no answer for DSO from USA).
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Actor in charge of losses payment
The situation is quite balanced between countries with DSO or supplier payment, with the
specific case (*) of integrated companies in China, where the responsible is the power
company (i.e. the owner of assets) is responsible for the losses (Table 1).
Question

DSO

Supplier

Other (*)

7

6

1

Who pays for TL and NTL on the distribution network?

Table 1: Survey question on actor in charge of TL / NTL payment
In case of DSO payment, the cost is finally transferred to consumer through network fees, as
it is in case of supplier payment with supplier offer (Table 2).
A special case worth mentioning is Indonesia, where the cost the cost of power losses is not
transferred to the customer, but calculated by the DSO as the cost of production of electricity,
which will be the input cost calculation of subsidies from the government (in the DSO income
statement).
Question

Yes

No

If the DSO pays for losses, is this cost transfered to consumer?

6

1

If the DSO pays for losses, Is it kept in the income statement?

3

1

Table 2: Survey question on cost tranfer to customer
Regulatory constraints and incentives
A majority of countries have regulatory constraints and incentives for losses, but more
widespread on prices than on volumes (Table 3). The regulation framework on losses may be
either a constraint (tariff penalty) or an incentive (tariff reward).
Is there a regulatory constraint and incentive for your company with
regards to management of distribution losses?

Yes

No

On volumes

10

6

On prices

13

3

Table 3: Survey question on regulatory constraint and incentive
The regulation period duration is in general between 3 and 5 years (Table 4), with some notable
exceptions:
- 1 year period for an integrated company in China and even 3 months periods for
distribution subsidy calculation in Indonesia (*): losses regulation is coherent with DSO
operational and accounting cycle
- 8 years period in UK (**) : regulation rules are fixed in coherence with DSO investment
cycle on losses
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Question

≤1
year

3
years

4
years

5
years

years

Are these constrainsts / incentives based on a
periodic cycle? If yes, what is the period?

2 (*)

3

3

2

1 (**)

Table 4: Survey question on regulatory periodic cycle
Losses volume regulation
In a majority of countries, the regulation for losses is global (Table 5). In other countries, the
regulation allows for a differentiation between TL and NTL, with some specific definitions (for
example, in Japan, NTL costs are not recovered). One DSO in Brazil underlines that, even if
the regulation for losses is global, the difference between TL and NTL management exists in
fact: TL are inherent in the distribution process and NTL come from human action or process
failure.
Question

Yes

No

From a legal and regulation standpoint, are there differences between
TL and NTL management?

5

10

Table 5: Survey question on TL/NTL regulatory management
All DSOs communicate information on losses to a regulator or public authorities (Table 6). This
corresponds in general to the value of global losses, which are rarely detailed between TL and
NTL. In countries where NTL is neglected (Austria, Finland and Japan for example), this
corresponds to the value of TL.
Question
How do you have to communicate your losses?
Is it the same for TL and NTL?

Global

With detail Only TL
TL - NTL
(*)

12

1

No

3

0

Table 6: Survey question on communication about losses
Losses price regulation
Losses are priced based on market prices for a majority of DSOs, but other DSOs have specific
loss tariffs (Table 7). Japan is a particular case where generation sources are used to
compensate for losses. There is no general rule between type of actor (DSO vs supplier) and
type of price (market price vs tariff).
Question
Q8. What is the price for TL and NTL?

Market price

Tariff

Other
(Generation)

8

4

1

Table 7: Survey question on price for TL and NTL
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Future evolutions
In a majority of the countries, regulation is not the only reason for losses reduction. Such efforts
are also motivated by cost reduction and/or energy efficiency (Table 8).
Question

Cost
reduction

Energy
Efficiency

No other
reason

Is there any other reason impacting your
willingness to tackle losses?

6

4

4

Table 8: Survey question on reasons to tackle losses
In European countries (*: only European respondents), the main direct impact that the said
Directive may have on DSO processes concerns national regulation (Cf. Energy Audit by
ENEA in Italy and possible evolution of Czech regulation) or on long term objectives (with more
metering and losses attention expected in Sweden).
Question

Impact

No impact

No answer

If relevant, what has been (or will be) the impact of
the European Energy Efficiency Directive (Art.15.2)
on your process to tackle losses?

3

4

7 (*)

Table 9: Survey question on European Energy Efficiency Directive
The opinion expressed predominantly by DSOs is a growing concern on losses management
(Table 10). The main given reasons are AMI projects, some network investment (low losses
transformers, new SCADA or DAS), a “meter-to-cash process” optimization in Portugal (a
holistic approach to the revenue value chain and NTL reduction, including metering and
analytics), and potential impact of DG on losses levels for one European DSO. Furthermore,
a “stable” evolution in the losses management is often considered by DSOs who are already
highly involved in loss mitigation (e.g. in Brazil).
Question

Increase

Decrease

Equal

How do you see the evolution in the losses management
when comparing the last 5 years and the future? Why?

10

1

5

Table 10: Survey question on evolution of losses
Analysis of Survey Responses on Regulation
Regulation is an integral part of the management of losses, and is one of the contributing
factors to the reduction of losses, along with cost reduction and concerns over energy
efficiency. This part of the report helped identify the current state of regulation in different
countries with respect to losses. This was done through the analysis of responses to a survey
conducted by the working group.
In the future, it should be possible to better identify the key questions regarding the roles of
different actors on losses, the perimeter of regulation and the duration of regulation cycles.
The current situation with respect to these questions is hererogeneous and unclear, with
contrasting answers received for the survey.
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6.3. ANALYSIS ON LOSSES REGULATION
6.3.1. Theoretical regulation models
Different theoretical models may be considered for regulation of distribution cost in general
and losses in particular:
1 Cost recovery model: tariffs cover the totality of network costs and include a margin for
the DSO, calculated as a % of ROI.
2 Cap regulation model: DSO Tariffs are defined ex ante for the period and each DSO
has to challenge its specific given level. The DSO may have higher or lower margin
depending on its effective results.
3 Beat yourself (output based): real losses in the network of each DSO during the last
regulatory period are compared with their own losses during the previous period (it is
an adaptation of cap regulation model).
4 Yardstick model: global tariffs are defined ex ante for all DSOs on a common mean
value, whatever their initial level of losses, and DSOs have to challenge the given level.
Thus, distribution losses characteristics are specific to each DSO network and highly depend
on global regulation scheme in each country. Therefore, the application of theoretical
regulation models to distribution losses requires a preliminary analysis and a relevant
adaptation, as illustrated in some European countries (Table 11):
Beat yourself

Model

Cost recovery

Cap regulation

Examples

Belgium, France,
Germany

UK (new
regulation)

Spain (from 2014)

Italy, Spain (until
2014)

Application
to losses
regulation

Preliminary step
to learn on
“efficient” level
and
uncertainties
evaluation for
losses

Only if expected
gain greater than
uncertainties
(measurement,
risks)

Only with a majority of
DSOs already efficient
in losses management
Otherwise, this model
would benefit inefficient
DSOs (with much room
to improve).

A necessary
adaptation
to specificities
and variability
of losses

(output based)

Yardstick

Table 11: comparison of regulation models for distribution losses
The choice of a regulation method and the definition of its key parameters (threshold, cycle
duration …) highly depend on the situation of each DSO in front of losses: estimated losses
volume and rate, losses factors identification, possibility to manage and forecast …
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6.3.2. Possible regulation schemes
Two different regulation schemes may apply to losses according to how they are defined:
1. Regulation to control the evolution of lossesas a whole (Cf. Level 1 losses definition).
2. Regulation to focus on specific sources of losses (Cf. Level 2 and 3 losses definition).
We now propose a global analysis of each regulation scheme.
I.

Regulation to control the evolution of losses as a whole

Where an electricity market exists, the regulation scheme depends on who buys the energy
for the losses. This is described in Table 12:
Who buys
losses

DSO

Supplier

Risk for the actor
who buys losses

DSO is directly exposed to :
 Evolution of loss volumes
 Market price
 Effects in their own price
due to loss forecasting

Possible regulation
DSOs are allowed to recover the cost related to
procure their losses in the market. There are two
different approaches:
o Pass-through approach: revenues related to the
procurement of losses are calculated as a passthrough. In this case, incentives/penalties should
be also implemented in order to incentivize losses
reduction. (Cf. infra)
o Competitive approach: revenues related to the
procurement of losses are calculated using a
yardstick model (e.g. considering the amount of
energy losses related to the amount of delivered
energy, the price obtained, etc.)

DSOs are encouraged to promote an efficient
management of losses using an incentives/penalties
Suppliers are exposed to every based on:
kWh of losses of a network that o Evolution of losses in the system as a whole;
cannot be controlled by them.
and/or
 DSO shall cover supplier o Evolution of losses per DSO.
risk: isolate correctly the Calculation of the incentive/penalty for each DSO can
supplier from an eventual be based on:
increase of the losses o Benchmarking: considering outcomes from other
DSOs.
volumes
o Per DSO: not considering outcomes from other
DSOs.

Table 12: Regulation scheme depending on who buys the energy for the losses
We can identify that different systems exist for purchasing losses (integrated company, DSO,
or supplier) according to the prevailing situation and regulatory choices.
These specifities may have a major impact on definition of losses and on their measurement
process.
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Regulation to focus on specific sources of losses

Here are in Table 13 some examples of regulation incentives that aims to lower the cost of
mitigation of losses:
Approach

TL

NTL

Awards related to improving efficiency

X

X

R&D efforts

XX

XX

Mitigation means

X

XX

Smart-meter with automatic
identification and meter “handling” (big
data IT, analytics, optimized process)

X

XXX

DSO keeps part of losses gain

X (investments)

XX (fraud)

Incentive on price of losses

X

Table 13: Regulation incentives aiming to lower the cost of mitigation of losses
The efficiency of regulatory incentives depends on the created value:
-

III.

A better knowledge and control on TL / NTL (X): possibility to have more focused
mitigation actions.
Optimized mitigation actions on TL / NTL (XX): better TL/NTL control and detection at
lower cost.
A break-through in losses mitigation (XXX): new optimized processes, high control on
network and meter dysfunctions.

Comparison of regulation schemes

The following table 14 compares the two approaches proposed for losses regulation:
Approach

Type of situation

Incentive / DSO

Control losses evolution
as a whole
(level 1 losses definition)

High losses level

Increase revenue

Low losses level

Process efficiency

and/or

(ROI + Quality of
service)

Focus on losses sources
(levels 2 and 3 losses
definition)

Low uncertainties level

Key point
Political agreement
DSO losses strategy
Measurement
accuracy
Relevant incentives /
mitigation actions

Table 14: Comparison of approaches proposed for losses regulation (global vs detailed)

The scenario with a control on losses evolution as a whole consists of giving DSOs a global
incentive on losses volumes (and prices), which means:
-

Sufficient losses volumes to make losses strategy profitable.
A political agreement on DSO losses strategy (e.g. billing acceptance).
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The scenario with a focus on losses sources consists in having a sufficient view on:
-

IV.

Measurement accuracy compared with losses gain and uncertainties (e.g. DG impact,
climate hazard).
Coherency between regulation and DSO action plan strategy (relevant incentives
according to quantified losses mitigation actions).
Actor in charge of losses

Different systems may exist (Integrated, DSO, Supplier) according to prevailing situation in a
given country and regulatory choices made in it. Any given system has not proved to be better
than the others. However, some good practices across systems can be noticed:
-

-

The transparency on loss level and sources, according to a common definition for
losses as proposed in the report (cf 2.4):
o A global understanding of the mitigation objectives and actions, with a
necessary cooperation between actors (Cf. metering data sharing between
supplier and DSO for datamining approaches in the UK).
Relevant regulation adapted to the level and structure of losses:
o Technical losses : take into account network specificities and uncertainties
(climate hazard, DG location).
o Non-technical losses : take into account DSO global environment (e.g. country
economic situation and metering strategy, especially for smart-meters).

6.4. CONCLUSION
Regulation does not create value or reduce losses by itself : It is an ingredient of a quite an
elaborate recipe that has to take into account the specificities of each DSO situation on with
respect to the network structure, operational processes, and more globally, the economic and
social and economic environment.
However, some key factors can be underlined as a result of the work leading to this report:
-

The transparency on levels and sources of losses, according to a common definition
as proposed in the report.

-

A global understanding of losses mitigation objectives and actions, which implies a
necessary cooperation between actors.

-

A Relevant regulation fit to losses level and structure.
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The report has also identified some good practices for regulation of losses:
-

The need of a preliminary study before defining a global strategy and an action plan,
especially for choosing between a global regulation on losses (volumes and prices) and
a more specific approach.

-

The definition of a relevant regulatory scenario with adapted parameters (period, ratio,
incentives, …), which should be realistic, quantifiable, compatible with market rules,
and preferably distinguished between TL and NTL.

-

A long-term view on losses, with a coherency with investment valorisation (with a
relevant ROI) and a limited impact of losses inherent variability (with a suitable
regulation period).

The economic decisions of a DSO, in general, encompass many other factors apart from
losses. However, losses have to be part of the equation, either as a cost that is leveraged
(when the decision helps reducing losses) or as a cost that is borne (in all other cases).
Consequently, regulation has a major role in guiding and facilitating choices, not in penalizing
or “punishing” a DSO. If regulation does have to “punish” DSOs, it should do so only for short
periods and only with justifiable reasons. For example, regulation may help develop new
efficient ways for mitigating losses, with new measurement systems such as pre-paid or smart
meters.
In the global sense, loss regulation should always consider the views of all concerned
stakeholders, be it for mitigating energy theft, reducing distribution bills, or for increasing
energy efficiency.
In this point of view, regulation of losses can be seen :
-

Inside DSOs, as a key decision factor for global economic decisions and process
optimization.

-

Outside DSOs, as a way for measuring, controlling, and optimizing electric flows,
considering their cost for the global electric system.
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7. APPENDIXES
7.1. APPENDIX ON TECHNICAL LOSSES
Introduction
This appendix lists examples of different TL types and details experiences on mitigation of TL.
All the information mentioned below in appendix are in reduced version (quotations) of papers and
documents, with some comments in italic.

Assessing the impact of photovoltaic self-consumption support policies on energy
losses [16]
The number of photovoltaic (PV) self-consumption installations has grown strongly due to cost
reductions. PV self-consumption installations have an influence on the value of energy losses in the
network. The paper analyzes the energy losses (fixed and variable technical losses) produced by PV
self-consumption in the region of Murcia (Spain) (*) for two different regulatory frameworks:
instantaneous self-consumption (ISC) and net-metering (NM). These regulatory frameworks will have
an impact in the design conditions and dimensions of future PV self-consumption installations.
Therefore, the impact on energy losses of each regulatory framework will be different. In the case of ISC,
prosumers do not have any economic return when the excess of PV energy is injected in the network.
Therefore, PV self-consumption installation must be dimensioned to minimize payback time. Thus, PV
self-consumption installation is designed to provide 40% of the annual energy demand of the prosumer.
Conversely, in a NM scenario, prosumers dimension their PV installation in order to cover 100% of their
energy needs. The PV self-consumption adoption level is the number of customers with PV selfconsumption installation versus the total number of customers and is considered in steps of 10%. Energy
losses are calculated for a year using detailed hourly calculations for eight representative days: one
working day and one holiday for each season. The three different voltage levels (HV, MV and LV) have
been analyzed separately [16].
(*) : a specific case of high Consumption – Generation synchronism (cooling system / PV Generators).
When a PV self-consumption installation is designed under an ISC scheme (fig.17), PV installed power
is minimized as well as the exports to the network, that is, the installation maximizes the selfconsumption rate. As it can be seen in the (fig.18), energy losses are reduced in all voltage levels. The
maximum reduction is achieved for 100% adoption level [16].

Figure 17: Load demand (July) versus PV generation for different adoption levels (ISC case) [16]
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Figure 18 Variation of energy losses for the ISC case as a function of adoption level [16]
When PV self-consumption installations are designed under a net-metering scheme (fig. 19), the
maximum PV power generation could exceed substantially the load demand. Either in winter or summer,
PV peak power could be more than two times the total energy demand at midday if all customers adopt
self-consumption. With a NM scheme, there is a turning point in energy losses located at around 40%
of PV self-consumption adoption level and when PV adoption level achieves a value higher than
80%.then losses are higher than energy losses in the base case (fig.20) [16].

Figure 19: Load demand (July) versus PV generation for different adoption levels (NM case) [16]

Figure 20: Variation of energy losses for the NM case as a function of adoption level [16]
Conclusion :
These results largely depends on the context of this case analysis in Spain, but confirm two main factors:
1. Regulatory framework on photovoltaic self-consumption will impact the dimensions of future PV
self-consumption installations and therefore the energy losses.
2. In the Murcia context (good synchronism between consumption and PV-generation), ISC
regulation leads to reduce losses where NM regulation could increase losses on large adoption
level.
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Variable renewable energy sources integration in electricity systems 2016 - How to get
it right [24]
Example from Italy shows interesting information about seasonal and daily effects of sun variation on
the power generation of a small PV plant in central Italy (Figure 21). In paper [24] is possible to find
similar illustration about effects wind variability in Ireland on the global wind fleet power production and
more information about critical success factors and extracts practical solutions for success on the field
of variable renewables integration in electricity systems.

Figure 21: Illustration of PV seasonnal and daily variability in Italy [24]

Project LODIS (Local Optimization of Distribution grids) [23]
Interesting idea was tested in Czech Republic in project LODIS (Local Optimization of Distribution grids).
Is possible local LV overproduction of PV managed by on demand switching of boilers with using
prediction of production PV? Figure 22 shows the algorithm with aim to find optimal tariff switching plans
for tomorrow for each consumption point according to expected production and consumption at given
location.

Figure 22: Algorithm of LODIS project [23]
LODIS project tested hypothesis, that we can utilize data from Smart metering for Smart grid world with
real actions and real benefits.
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Cost benefit analysis of MV reactive power management and active power curtailment
[19]
Active power curtailment
Active power curtailment of DG connected to MV networks is another alternative solution to grid
reinforcement which is studied for assessing its feasibility and its economic interest. This solution (Figure
23) is based on limited power curtailment to avoid technical constraints when necessary. This solution
can be interesting when constraints appear only a few hours per year. In these cases, it is economically
more relevant to reduce power injected by DG during these few hours than to reinforce the network [19].

Figure 23: Active power curtailment principle [19]
It is illustration of the importance of geographical proximity and time synchronism between local
production and consumption for losses control.

Self-adaptive reactive power regulation
For analysing the self-adaptive reactive power regulation, the study focuses on the reduction of
reinforcement that
can be done with extended DG reactive power capabilities solving voltage constraints if the DG is
connected to an existing MV feeder. The self-adaptive reactive power regulation has also an impact on
the annual level of network losses compared to the regulation with a fixed ratio between reactive and
active power. (Figure 24) The two benefits, reduction of connection costs and network losses, must then
be compared to the implementation cost of this smart grid solution (self-adaptive reactive power
regulation).

Figure 24: Network losses reduction with self-adaptive reactive power regulation [19]
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Authors are of opinion, that a potential reduction of connection costs is between 90 k€/MW and 100
k€/MW when these solutions solve constraints and are cost-effective compared to network
reinforcement [19].

Causes of technical losses [10]










Inefficient equipments such as transformers
Inadequate size of conductor in the distribution lines.
Long distribution lines.
Load imbalance among the phases.
Low power factor.
Over loading of lines.
Transformers installed far from the load centers.
Haphazard installation of distribution systems to cope with demands to new areas.
Bad workmanship [10].

Using capacitors [12]
One of the main benefits of applying capacitors is that they can reduce distribution line losses. Losses
come from current through the resistance of conductors. Some of that current transmits real power, but
some flows to supply reactive power. Reactive power provides magnetizing for motors and other
inductive loads. Reactive power does not spin kWh meters and performs no useful work, but it must be
supplied. Engineers widely use the “2/3 rule” for sizing and placing capacitors to optimally reduce
losses. Figure 25 shows the loss reduction for one fixed capacitor on a circuit with a uniform load. The
2/3 rule specifies that the optimum distance is 2/3 of the distance from the substation and 2/3 of the
circuit’s var requirement. As long as the size and location are somewhat close (within 10%), the notquite-optimal capacitor placement provides almost as much loss reduction as the optimal
placement [12].

Figure 25: Sensitivity to losses of sizing and placing one capacitor on a circuit with a uniform
load. (The circles mark the optimum location for each of the sizes shown) [12]
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First use of smart grid data in distribution network planning [20]
The historical model uses billing data and statistical profiles to project the behaviour of customers and
estimate currents and voltages all over LV grids during peak conditions. Besides, phase connection of
single phase customers remain unknown. LV network design since the system has to be designed
considering new equipments and behaviours: PV generators, voltage regulation, electric vehicles,
storage devices and demand response. If not well-handled, these new functions can increase losses,
degrade quality, damage equipments or on the contrary lead to over-investments. The ERABLE project
led to a new calculation tool for LV networks design based on AMM data, individual load curves and real
phase connections. The main challenge is managing the quantity of data: a very large number of
customers, with each one its load/generation characteristics for every considered day [20].
Results of Phase-Balancing Study Case [20]:
This network contains 4 LV feeders. The blue feeder presents phase unbalance as detected by the
developed (ERABLE prototype) system. The ERABLE phase-balancing tool has though been run on
this network. It proposes only one “smart” phase-switching: a single-phase customer connected close
to the end of the feeder has to be moved from phase 1 to phase 2 [Figure 26].

Pictures below in left column before balancing and in right column after balancing.
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Figure 26: Results of Phase-Balancing Study Case [20]
Figure 26 shows successful elimination of unbalance and improvement of voltage profile at peak.
Economically, the 2.6% voltage drop reduction avoids or differs network reinforcements representing
about 20 k€ and a 10-year 1 k€ losses reduction (10 years NPV) [20].
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Cut costs, losses with transformer technology upgrades [11]
Modern transformer technology is capable of reducing transformer losses considerably.
“No load” or “fixed” losses are present as soon as the transformer is energized. “Load losses” vary
according to the load on the transformer. Distribution and power transformers run 24 hours a day,
therefore their energy efficiency can be impacted by reductions in both “no load losses” and “load
losses”. For utilities, it may be more advantageous to reduce iron losses than copper losses, since the
transformers are energized 8760 hours a year. These transformers typically do not supply load during
this entire period and when they do supply load, it is never at the maximum load capacity. On the other
hand it may be advantageous for industrial applications to reduce the “load losses”, as these
transformers are operated mainly at high load factor. A0, B0 C0, D0, E0 no load loss categories are
defined in EN 50464, “European standardization for transformer losses reduction”. Comparisons are
made among conventional GOES (grain oriented electrical steels), new GOES, and Amorphous
transformers (Figure 27) in the A0 category [11].

No load losses
level

Load losses
level

No load losses
(W)

No load losses
reduction

Conventional
GOES

A0

Ck: 4600W

430

0%

New GOES

A0+

Ck: 4600W

300

30%

Amorphous

A0++

Ck: 4600W

<200 (160)

63%

Rated power

Technology

400kVA/Oil
immersed
400kVA/Oil
immersed
400kVA/Oil
immersed

Figure 27: Loss comparisons of conventional, New GOES, and amorphous transformers [11]

European standard for distribution transformers losses is in Figure 28

Figure 28: European standard for distribution transformers losses [22]
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Own Energy Consumption of Smart Metering Infrastructure (SMI) and Energy
Monitoring Systems (EMS) [15]
With respect to smart metering, the task findings indicate that the general awareness on the issue of
own energy consumption of SMI is still low. Relevant and valid data from the project shows that the
meter itself contributes between 76% and 98% to the system-wide average input power per metering
point (due to the fact other SMI equipments are largely mutualized between metering points). The meter
properties and technical features, as well as the system conditions especially for communication of
meter data are the main drivers influencing the overall own energy consumption of the SMI. In this
sense, the communication technology takes up a key role and as such has been used as the main
feature to distinguish between systems [15].
Figure 29 shows a schematic arrangement of devices for SMI and EMS, the boundary in between and
the overlapping area where the internet provides online reporting.

Figure 29: Simplified graphical depiction of the boundary between SMI and EMS [15]
Concerning SMI, the advanced meter is proved to have lower consumptions than a classical meter in
most cases (except A_1 scenario).It implies that new data services do not require more energy
consumption per metering point. In some cases the replacement of a park of “classical” meter by a park
of smart meter on a DSO perimeter globally contributes to a reduction of technical losses, especially
with new generations of meters which prove to have even lower individual consumptions than these
presented in study [15].
In case of EMS, the own energy consumptions can be substantial, especially for energy management
systems with a large number of connected nodes (i.e., smart plugs), adding up to 101.5 kWh of annual
electricity consumption per household, in one of the scenarios [15].
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IPC contribution to LV network efficiency and reliability [13]
International and national standards for IPC (Insulation Piercing Connectors) are a strong basis to
secure safety and reliability over time. However, no current standard is seriously considering how
efficient LV connectors are or could be. LV IPC connectors have their own resistance and do contribute
to the overall LV network efficiency (Figure 30). While the actual resistance of an LV connector may
seem insignificant, it turns out that there can be very wide discrepancy in the overall resistance of LV
connectors. LV connector efficiency becomes significant when considering the millions of connectors
installed on any network and the fact that every kWh reaching any meter shall flow through 4 or more
of these connectors [13].

Figure 30: Efficiency scale proposal for LV IPCs [13]

Evaluating Efficiency and Losses of Various Circuit Protective Devices [14]
Devices with lower internal resistance will have less power loss compared with devices having a higher
internal resistance [14]. Figure 31 and Figure 32 show some comparison for different protective devices.

Figure 31: Power loss comparison – Air Circuit Breaker vs Class L Fuse & Switch [14]
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Figure 32: Power loss comparison – Molded Case Circuit Breakers vs Class J & Class RK-5
Fuse & Switch [14]
Extra energy consumed by a device must be purchased from some source to feed additional device
losses. Reducing those extra device losses means less power must be purchased. If a more efficient
device is used, the less energy wasted also means less energy is generated at the source [14].

How to reduce power losses in distribution lines [10]
Losses in the distribution of electricity cannot be eliminated, but can be minimized by proper planning
of the distribution systems to ensure that power remain within limits. Some of the ways to reduce losses
include:










Use of proper jointing techniques, and keeping the number of the joints to a minimum.
Regular inspection of the connections, isolators, drop out fuses, LT switches, transformers,
transformer bushing-stem, and other distribution equipment.
Proper selection of conductor size, as well as the transformer in terms of efficiency, size and
location (taking into account MV transformers are designed considering contingencies
situations). In particular, it is important to locate the distribution transformers at the load center
and if possible keep the number to a minimum.
Feeding heavy consumers directly from the feeders.
Maintain the network components and replace those that are deteriorating, worn out or faulty.
Proper load management and load balancing.
Use of electronic meters which are accurate and tamper-proof.
Improving power factor by adding shunt capacitors [10].
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7.2. APPENDIX ON NON-TECHNICAL LOSSES
7.2.1. MORE DETAIL AROUND NTL TYPES AND EXTENT
Types of NTL
Electricity theft is listed by several sources as a significant contributor to NTL5. The estimated total global
annual losses due to electricity theft are more than $25 billion, of which $4.5 billion occur in India [Depuru
2011]6.
Measurement, accounting and information errors are listed in several other references7.
Unmetered supplies (including unmetered auxiliary services and unmetered own consumption) are also
listed frequently as sources of NTL8.
Time difference between meter readings and period of calculation refers to energy usage estimations
that have to be made when losses are calculated for a defined period (e.g. a month or a year) but the
meter readings for the end date (e.g. 31st Dec 24h00) or for the start date (e.g. 1st Jan 00h00) are not
available.

Size and types of losses in Europe
In Europe, excluding the UK, NTL include theft, non-registered consumption, own consumption, nonmetered supplies such as public lighting and errors in metering, billing and data processing (including
time lags between meter readings and statistical calculation) [ERGEG 2008].
Total distribution losses range from 2.3% (Sweden) to 11.8% (Poland), with Romania being an outlier
at 13.5% [ERGEG 1]. 19% of energy used in Turkey is illegal [Cavdar 2004]9.
Some new Member States have much higher losses at the distribution level than the other Member
States; possible reasons include the condition of the networks and higher-than-average amount of NTL,
ùo$oe. g. from unmetered consumption, metering errors and theft [ERGEG 2008].
References quoted in [Smith 2004] state that a utility in Budapest estimates annual losses due to theft
to be 6.5%.
In Spain 35% to 45% of NTL are estimated to be due to fraud [Monedero 2011].
One village in Romania experienced 84% of total supplied energy not being billed; after implementation
of mitigation measures this was reduced to 26.1% (9.7% of which were TL) [Harabagiu 2005].
One utility in the UK [SPEN 2014] lists the types of NTL it has encountered as illegal connections, meter
tampering/bypassing (by a minority of customers), unmetered supplies that are incorrectly or
inaccurately estimated and billing errors due to incorrect recording of consumption. Total losses in its
networks were estimated to be 5.8% to 6.0% in 2009-10.
5

Examples are [Antman 2009], [ERGEG 2008], [SPEN 2014], [ENW 2015], [SSEPD 2015], [WPD 2015],
[Monedero 2011], [Nagi 2009], [Bastos 2009], [Beutel 2015], [News 2016-03] and [News 2016-08].
6
Referenced from an Indian government website that is no longer available.
7
[Antman 2009], [ERGEG 2008], [SPEN 2014], [ENW 2015], [SSEPD 2015], [Nagi 2009], [Bastos 2009] and [Agha
2016], amongst others.
8
[Antman 2009], [ERGEG 2008], [SPEN 2014], [ENW 2015], [SSEPD 2015], [WPD 2015], [Monedero 2011] and
[Nagi 2009], amongst others.
9
Referenced in [Pasdar 2007].
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Another UK utility [ENW 2015] mentions bypassing or otherwise tampering with meters to avoid paying
the high electricity costs associated with the heat lamps used to produce cannabis as a concern for
DSOs in the UK.
A third UK utility [SSEPD 2015] identifies the case where there is no registered supplier at a connection
point as an additional source of NTL. Total losses on their distribution systems are about 6% to 9%.
Western Power Distribution in the UK [WPD 2015] reports that about 6000 cases per year of "illegal
abstraction" (meter tampering, bypassing etc.) occur, of which about 1000 relate to cannabis production.
The regulator in the UK [OFGEM 2015] estimates that total T&D losses in the UK were 7.2% in 2013,
of which most (about 73%) were technical losses on the distribution system. NTL on the distribution
system were about 4% of the total losses (or 0.27% of energy supplied to the transmission system).

Size and types of losses in Central and North America
References quoted in [Smith 2004] state that electricity theft by illegal connections to the network are
widely prevalent in parts of Mexico, with losses reported to be $475 million annually. This figure is
confirmed by [News 2002]. Marijuana use also drives electricity theft in Canada [News 2010-10] and the
USA [Depuru 2011].
A study in Arizona [Culwell 2001]10 found a probable meter tamper rate of 1% and annual losses to the
utility of $7,967,279, with the majority of losses occurring from commercial customers. Electricity theft
and theft of equipment from the electricity network costs about $6 billion per year in the USA [News
2013-02].
Bureaucratic processes are reported as preventing people from applying for legal connections in Mexico
[News 2002].

Size and types of losses in South America
The following is known about Brazil:
 In 2006, the Brazilian electric sector lost 15.3% of its internal energy supply; NTL alone may surpass
25% in some cases [Bastos 2009] 11.
 Another estimate is that 7.3% of the energy supplied to distribution systems is lost to NTL, at a cost
of about $ 1.76 billion annually [Barioni 2015].
 The biggest components of NTL obtained from a case study of one area are (starting with the highest)
are fraud, errors in metering and faulty equipment, illegal reconnection by ex-consumers.

Size and types of losses in Asia
China and Vietnam generally have relatively low levels of losses [Antman 2009], but no details are
available.
Urban cooperatives in the Philippines do not operate as efficiently as they could, but the private utilities
operate reasonably well [Antman 2009]. Malaysia’s privatised electricity T&D system and Thailand’s
public system both have total T&D losses of about 11% [Smith 2004].

10
11

Quoted by [Smith 2004].
From another document referenced in [Bastos 2009].
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Total losses exceed 30% in Pakistan [Antman 2009]. Total losses exceed 20% in Bangladesh [Antman
2009]. [Transparency 1999]12 estimates a loss of 14% due to NTL in Bangladesh in 1998-99. A utility in
Indonesia estimated theft losses to be 7% [Smith 2004].
Power utilities PEA of Thailand and TNB in Malaysia consider electricity theft to be the major source of
NTLs, the majority of which involve meter tampering or vandalism or illegal connections [Nagi 2009].
NTLs are estimated to be around 15% on the Malaysian peninsular [Nagi 2009].
[Nagi 2009] also reports that:
 Tampering is by breaking the meter’s housing seal for tampering with the components inside. Once
this is accomplished the spinning disc is mechanically obstructed or the numbers that the meter
readers use are turned back (this method is obviously not applicable for digital display meters).
 Illegal connections to LV power lines (220V single-phase systems) occur mainly in shanty towns and
other residential districts and by small businesses and street vendors
 Other types of NTL include inaccurate, inadequate or faulty metering, inaccurate billing, other types
of fraud such as collusion with utility personnel, non-reporting of faulty meters and inaccurate
estimation of non-metered supplies.
Electricity usage is not charged for in certain countries to certain pre-allocated groups of consumers,
e.g. the residence of the president or prime minister or employees of the electricity utility such as the
32,000 employees of the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT) who receive free electricity
worth 1.5 billion baht (around $42.8 million) [Smith 2004].
In 2004, TNB in Malaysia estimated a loss of $229 million per year due to NTL, not only theft [Chauhan
2015].
The following is known about India:
 Average total transmission and distribution losses have been officially stated as 23% of the electricity
generated, but has been estimated to be up to 58% in at least one case [Monedero 2011].
 More specifically, total transmission and distribution were approximately 15% up to 1966-67, but
increased gradually to 28.36 % by 2011-12 [Navani 2012].
 The two private utilities supplying Mumbai have total losses of 11-12%, most of the state utilities
have losses of over 30% [Antman 2009].
 The effects of restructuring have not always been positive when it comes to losses [Monedero 2011]:
–
Before restructuring Orissa reported 23% total T&D losses, after restructuring they were 51%.
–
In Andhra Pradesh these losses were about 25% before restructuring about 45% afterwards.
–
Haryana's losses went from 32% to 40%.
–
Rajasthan's losses increased from 26% to 43%.
 Types of NTL are illegal connections; meter tampering/bypassing and errors in equipment;
unmetered supplies to agricultural pumps with larger loads than originally paid for; single point
connections to small low-income domestic consumers; estimation of consumption where no meters
are installed [Monedero 2011].
 Total distribution and peak distribution loss collected from a field survey in a mixed urban and rural
area in Ghaziabad district were found to be 27.45 % and 34.2 % respectively [Navani 2012].
The former Soviet Union has high total losses and poor revenue collection rates, due to weak metering,
billing and payment collection in the 1980s; this has not changed in Russia and some other former
Soviet countries [Antman 2009].

12

Quoted in [Smith 2004].
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Size and types of losses in Africa and the Middle East
In Sub-Saharan Africa only 50% of electricity is paid for due to, amongst other reasons, a large amount
of consumed energy not being billed [Antman 2009]. Botswana's stated-owned utility is the best
performing utility in the region, with system losses of 10% [Antman 2009].
The following is known about NTL in South Africa:
 As much as 7% of electrical energy produced in South Africa is lost to theft [News 2014-12].
 Types of NTL include meter bypassing or tampering and illegal connections to the network [Beutel
2015]. The latter have resulted in deaths, often children, due to the dangerous manner in which they
are carried out [News 2015-01], [News 2015-02], [News 2015-03].
 The reliance on human resources for reading meters means that when there are staff shortages,
electricity cannot be billed. As an example, meters could not be read in King William’s Town for about
6 months at the time of writing, resulting in a revenue loss of more than R2.4 million [News 2016-05].
 52% of business customers of Eskom, the country’s largest utility, have been found to bypass their
meters [News 2016-03].
Senegal [Guymard 2013]:
 21% of the produced energy is lost without being sold.
 The distribution between TL and NTL (the latter mostly fraud) is unknown in the distribution grid.
 The spread of distribution technical losses between the 30 kV, 6.6 kV and 400V grids is also
unknown.
 NTL represent 40 billion FCFA (≈ $70 million), presumably per annum.
 Meters are in short supply, making it impossible to control new connections and to replace defective
meters.
 Own consumption is not known in some buildings since they are not metered.
Uganda loses almost $29.6 million annually due to electricity theft [News 2016-08].
Types of NTL in Jordan are CT and VT accuracy errors, meter accuracy errors, meter failure, billing
errors (shifting period errors – differences in meter reading dates – and human errors), energy theft
[Agha 2016]. Total distribution losses in NEPCO (Jordan) in 2014 were 13.79%, an increase from
12.29% in 2011. Total T&D losses were 14.33% in 2014 [NEPCO 2014].
An Iranian paper states that theft is the largest component of NTL, e.g. illegal connections onto the
network, meter bypassing or tampering and evading payment. The former is the most common form of
NTL [Hossein 2015].
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7.2.2. MITIGATION OF NTL
Introduction
This appendix first lists experiences on mitigation of NTL per region, then detail measures or
experiences not linked to particular regions or countries, with a focus on central check/observer meters
(a commonly proposed measure also known as “energy balancing”) and data mining/analysis.

Mitigation of NTL in the UK
Methods presently used to reduce NTLs in the UK include13:
 Targeted inspections and audits, including auditing of unmetered supplies and updating records to
ensure accuracy of the estimates.
 Perform investigations systematically e.g. investigate parties who applied for connections but didn’t
complete the process, or to ensure that energy theft isn't repeated where it was previously identified.
 Responding to leads from stakeholders.
 Implementing a team of staff to identify parts of the network that produce the highest technical or
non-technical losses and implement mitigation measures.
 Actively performing risk assessments and determine trends and hotspots.
 Identify tampering or bypassing when installing smart meters.
 Use network (especially at secondary substations) and smart customer metering to identify areas
with high levels of NTLs and/or individual customers with suspicious consumption behaviour.
 Improve accuracy of records for unmetered supplies.
 Normalizing or repairing tampered installations and other equipment.
 Addressing unrecorded energy by updating information systems with more accurate consumption
data.
 Cooperating with enforcement agencies, pursuing prosecution, social services and storing evidence.
 Liaison with other stakeholders in the industry.
 Providing appropriate training and awareness.
 Updating records to reduce billing errors.
 External engagement around best practice.
Revenue protection is seen as a key aspect of the strategy, e.g. updating of records; stakeholder
engagement and knowledge sharing to improve processes and systems; development and use of a theft
risk assessment tool; engages and assists with respect to prosecution of offenders; conducts internal
and external awareness programs [SPEN 2015].
Inaccuracies around estimation of NTL are to be addressed via increased or improved measurements
on and modelling of the network, e.g. using smart meters and monitoring of secondary substations
[SPEN 2014].
There are limitations with the present losses estimation method since it is not time-based, but smart
meters (which are expected to be installed by the end 2020) should increase the accuracy to +/- 1.5%
[OFGEM 2015].
The UK has a maximum sentence of 5 years for electricity theft [UKRPA 2015].
Future industry drivers in the UK include more accurate measurement of losses (e.g. via smart meters),
hence stricter incentive schemes for reduction of losses like in some other countries [ENW 2015].
Secondary substation monitoring (for technical loss reduction but could also be used for detection of
NTLs) and detection of the presence of cannabis heat lamps are also being investigated [OFGEM 2015].

13

Obtained from [SPEN 2014], [SPEN 2015], [ENW 2015], [OFGEM 2015], [SSEPD 2015].
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One UK DSO is actively investigating smart meters coupled with substation metering to detect areas
with high losses [SSEPD 2015].

Mitigation of NTL in the remainder of Europe
To date there have been no formal attempts to harmonize the treatment of network losses at a panEuropean level. The majority of European countries broadly account for physical losses, thefts and
metering errors in their regulation. The objectives of the regulatory treatment of losses are to protect the
interest of customers and to promote the efficiency of the network [ERGEG 2008]. It is considered that
improvements in metering will improve the evaluation of losses in distribution networks; it is therefore
suggested that more metering points are implemented and that losses are taken into account in the
cost/benefit analysis of new metering equipment. However, measuring non-technical losses is very
expensive, often more expensive than the value of the lost energy [ERGEG 2009].
Methods for analyzing losses should be simple, transparent, predictable and reasonably cost reflective
and should allow for losses to be monitored so that comparisons (improvements or otherwise) can be
made over time. Some respondents suggest that specific non-technical losses that can be estimated
(like public lighting) should be isolated and treated accordingly. TL are difficult to reduce in the short
term due to the long life of plant, but NTL may be more amenable to reduction by increased attention to
theft prevention and to the data acquisition procedures. NTL can be reduced by incentives designed to
reduce theft, improve metering and reduce unmetered supplies. However, reducing total losses may be
a better option in practice due to the difficulties in separately measuring TL and NTL. The most effective
NTL reduction measures may well vary between member states as the conditions vary between these
countries [ERGEG 2009].
A Spanish study that involves detecting anomalous drops in consumed energy (reportedly the most
frequent sign of a theft or tampering by a customer) by using windowed analysis and the Pearson
coefficient is reported in [Monedero 2011] and [Guerrero 2013]. Usually mitigation is presently via
physical inspections of customers chosen from consumption studies (labour intensive) or customers
with zero consumption over a certain period (this only catches very obvious theft). The algorithms
developed in this study use only consumption data from the previous two years and have been tested
with real (large) customers, and the system has been put into operation. 38% of the customers flagged
via these methods were found to have NTL, which is better than the 10% obtained by routine inspections.
An automated system was developed for detection of NTLs on company databases; it uses all
information available, not just consumption data, e.g. data mining, statistical techniques, text mining,
neural networks and expert systems, in order to classify a customer problem as accurately as possible.
40.66% of customers flagged using the automated system had NTLs, at 90% less time spent than
traditional methods. So far this method has only been used for large customers.
The Spanish DSO Iberdrola (as a Prime Alliance member) has implemented power line carrier (PLC)
technology between smart customer meters and secondary substations which have supervisory meters
on the secondary side of each MV/LV transformer. The customer and supervisory hourly values of their
meters are sent from the secondary substations to a central system with regular communication. This
allows balancing between customer energy usage and energy supplied by the secondary substations
to be performed, which in turn allows secondary substations with high losses to be identified for
inspection and determination of the cause of the losses. These kinds of inspection directed at areas with
high losses have in most cases uncovered high rates of fraud due to illegal connections to the grid
(buried underground or behind walls). Refer to section 7.8 for further information on energy balancing.
Iberdrola is also working on an innovation project with advanced supervisory meters on each line of the
secondary substation with Ariadna Instruments S.L. These meters have higher supervisory capabilities
than normal, such as recording the load curve with per-second resolution. This advanced supervision
allows the identification of connectivity errors (differences between the connection of a customer in the
field and data base information), meter tampering detection and power quality reports. This kind of report
compares the advanced supervision load per second with the highest load values of the customers. The
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result of this advanced supervision shows a 100% success rate in identifying meter tampering and
connectivity problems.
[Guerrero 2013] also reports that many advanced techniques have been used by other researchers for
detecting NTL, examples are listed below (these methods are not necessarily used only in Europe):
• Detection rules where a series of data mining tasks are compounded.
• A system based on a non-supervised artificial neural network.
• Use of Naïve Bayesian or Decision Tree algorithms.
• Support Vector Machines which can be combined with other computational intelligence such as fuzzy
inference systems or genetic algorithms.
• Deferential evolution algorithms.
• Rough sets.
• Feature selection.
• Statistical analysis.
• Fuzzy clustering.
• Euclidean distance.
• Various methods of profiling customer loads using smart meter data or otherwise using smart grids.
Most countries from the former Soviet Union who joined the EU have successfully privatized their DSOs
– the implication is that their losses have reduced, but this is not explicitly stated [Antman 2009].
The measures applied in the Romanian village [Harabagiu 2005] included:
 Reduction of the average number of consumers per transformer point to reduce the number of
disconnected consumers for unpaid bills or other reasons.
 Reducing the length of LV feeders, i.e. lengthening MV feeders.
 Meters located in the distribution box of the transformer point.
 Remote meter reading system.
 Replacement of transformers with lower power ratings, each equipped with automatic safety switches
for each consumer and a 3-phase circuit breaker with overload and short-circuit protection.
Some utilities in Eastern Europe provide incentives for staff for collection of revenue [Suriyamongkol
2002].

Mitigation of NTL in Malaysia [Nagi 2009]
In Malaysia, TNB has adopted 3 main measures to minimize and work towards preventing NTLs:
 Installation of a Remote Meter Reading (RMR) service to provide power consumption statistics and
online billed data for HV clients.
 Installation of a prepayment metering system and physical protection of metering installations for
high voltage high risk customers (HRCs).
 Setting up of a “Special Enforcement Against Losses” (SEAL) team to investigate problems by
conducting onsite customer meter installation inspections on LV commercial domestic and light
industry customers and hence to reduce and minimize NTL problems faced by TNB. The SEAL
team’s activities include improving metering and billing processes, ensuring metering is accurate,
and reducing the theft of electricity. The team was set up in 2004 and by 2005 distribution losses had
been reduced by about 1%.
Further information from TNB is as follows:
 The electricity theft rate for TNB in 2005 was reduced by almost 50%, where the theft rate for large
customers (LPCs) was reduced from 3% to 1.5% and for ordinary customers (OPCs) the theft rate
was reduced from 4.1% to 2%.
 In 2006 additional engineers, technicians and meter readers were specifically trained to spot billing
consumption irregularities. New equipment was also procured and transportation was provided, in
order to pursue suspected cases of power theft, which were overlooked in the previous years.
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 The SEAL team aggressively carried out various activities including improvement of the customer
billing process, conducting physical meter inspections, testing and rectification of the metering
systems for LPCs and certain numbers of the OPCs; these efforts resulted in substantial amounts of
back billing and collections.
 Additionally, the SEAL team installed secure meter boxes for HRCs and (ii) Expanded Metal
Protection Doors (EMPDs) for OPCs, in order to prevent from meter tampering.
TNB also expanded their “Enhanced Customer Information Billing System” (e-CIBS) in 2006, in order to
identify HRCs for better security against power theft; the e-CIBS provides the SEAL team with accurate
analysis and consumption reports, which can identify consumption patterns of repeated power theft.
In 2007 and 2008, large inspection campaigns were carried out by the SEAL team including meter
checking and premise inspection, reporting on irregularities and monitoring of unbilled accounts, meter
reading and sales. However, this had little success due to newer and improved methods of electricity
theft, which are difficult to identify, and customer installation being inspections carried out without any
specific focus or direction – most inspections are carried out at random, while some targeted raids are
undertaken based on information reported by the public or meter readers.
The study presented by [Nagi 2009] proposes a method to overcome such limitations by monitoring and
detecting deviations in customers’ load profiles (i.e. fraud), as an alternative to complement the ongoing
existing actions enforced by power utilities to reduce NTLs. The fundamental approaches are:
 An unsupervised approach for determining outliers with no prior knowledge of the data using
unsupervised clustering.
 Semi-supervised modeling only normality, or in a few cases modeling abnormality, using semisupervised recognition or detection.
 Supervised modeling of both normality and abnormality using supervised classification with prelabeled data.
The three broad machine learning approaches mentioned use the following major outlier detection
methods: statistical-based methods, distance-based methods, density-based methods, clusteringbased methods, deviation-based methods. The method was found to result in an improvement in the
detection of fraud, e.g. in 2005:
 Without the use of a fraud detection system the average hit-rate was 3-5%.
 With the use of the effective fraud detection system the hit-rate increased 38%.
Comparison of models:
 Standard Support Vector Classification (SVC): 32% hit-rate.
 SVC and Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) model: 40%.
 In some Malaysian cities where the combined SVC and FIS system was tested a hit-rate of up to
48% was achieved.

Mitigation of NTL in India
Some state-owned utilities that were privatized reduced losses significantly through business efficiency
improvements such as the introduction of "state-of-the-art management and information technology
tools” [Antman 2009].
However, privatization is not necessary to reduce losses. The Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board
(APSEB) restructured into separate generation, transmission and distribution units, while keeping state
ownership, resulted in transmission and distribution losses being reduced from about 38% in 1999 to
26% in 2003 and less than 20% in 2008. A major portion of this resulted from reduction of theft (including
illegal connections to the power system and tampering with or bypassing meters, often with the
assistance of utility staff) by [Antman 2009]:
 Acknowledging the problem;
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Estimating its size via energy audits;
Enacting strict laws against electricity theft;
Establishing dedicated enforcement and prosecution mechanisms;
Improving efficiencies including advanced and tamper-proof meters, remote meter reading and IT
systems;
 Enclosing tranformers;
 Normalizing 2.25 million illegal connections;
 A comprehensive communication program and close monitoring of progress.
North Delhi Power Limited (NDPL) reduced total losses of 53% when it was founded in 2002 as a
public/private partnership to 15% in 2009, by implementation of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
for the customers responsible for most of the revenue (considered the most successful measure), use
of MV networks in theft-prone areas, replacement of meters, energy audits, improved enforcement,
involvement of the community, education around safety and appropriate regulatory incentives [Antman
2009].
Awareness programs in India resulted in drop in total transmission and distribution losses from 38.86%
in 2001-2002 to 34.54% in 2005-2006 [Depuru 2011]14.
Other methods used to reduce NTLs include [Navani 2012]:
 Upgrading of electricity meters to meet standard accuracy (including statistical analysis);
 Smart card technology (to minimize the theft of energy);
 Integrated billing system and prepaid energy meters;
 Technical training to the operating personnel (and enhance employees loyalty to eliminate pilferage
in the distribution system);
 Statistical monitoring of energy consumption per sector, class and geographical setup (and statistical
evaluation of meter readings).

Mitigation of NTL in Latin America
In Latin America losses were often larger than 30% in the 1980s. Utilities that privatized in the 1980s
and 1990s produced substantial reductions in TL and NTL through improved efficiency. Measures
included electrification of previously unelectrified areas, but this aspect was not always successful (in
Chile, for example, it was successful). Chile also assisted utilities in other countries in the region to
successfully privatize. The utility Chilectra Metropolitana has losses of about 5%, reduced from 22%
[Antman 2009].
Enersis (various utilities owned by the same company) achieved a significant reduction in losses by
normalization of illegal and unmetered customers, improved efficiencies, stepped-up maintenance,
customer communication around payment and safety, tamper-proofing meters, training and monitoring
of contractors, enforcement and prosecution. Over half of the non-technical losses addressed resulted
in reduced demand. There was also effective but fair regulation [Antman 2009].
In the 1990s El Salvador, Guatemala, Panama and Nicaragua created a completely new regulatory
framework for their power industries, which included unbundling, open transmission access and
privatization of the distribution business. The experience of the El Salvadorian utility DELSUR in
improving customer care and response and implementing advanced IT systems resulted in the total
losses more than halving in 5 years (2002-2007) [Antman 2009].
Brazil privatized almost half of their DSOs in the second half of the 1990s, almost all of them took
advantage of the regulated loss targets. The Brazilian utility CEMIG is an example of a state-owned
utility that has performed similarly well. In Buenos Aires 655,000 low-income users were successfully
14

Referenced from the same Indian government website that is no longer available.
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normalized by the two local private utilities and appropriately incentivized by the government. AMI has
been very effective in detecting and discouraging bypassing, tampering, collusion and other unmetered
consumption in developing countries such as the Dominican Republic, Honduras and Brazil [Antman
2009].
MV distribution with shielded connections and split meters is used in parts of Rio de Janeiro state where
access is difficult. Each customer must have a dedicated low capacity MV-LV transformer (ideally) or at
least a direct connection to the transformer. This together with having the meter in a sealed container
at the transformer makes undetected illegal connections very difficult. Installing meters at transformers
supplying more than one customer is recommended for fast detection of theft [Antman 2009].
A small number of LPCs, often supplied at medium and high voltage and usually representing less than
1% of the total number of customers, represent more than 30% of a DSO’s revenue. These customers
should be fully billed, monitored and, if necessary, normalized on a continuous basis. Many utilities in
Latin America have achieved this by sound business efficiency and use of appropriate IT systems. A
dedicated customer service department for dealing with LPCs, including speedy resolution of problems,
is critical as it reduced the incentive to bypass or tamper. In some parts of Brazil the utility is not allowed
access to its metering equipment on the customer's premises, a second meter has been installed outside
the premises [Antman 2009].
[Antman 2009] further states that "comprehensive experience in almost all Latin American reforming
countries show that consumer discipline is achieved in quite a short time if those irregular consumers
become aware that the utility is able to make fast detection and take corrective action on fraud and
theft“.
ELEVAL (a utility in Valencia, Venezuela) has developed a tool for detecting and locating concealed
illegal connections to underground cables [Parra 2006], once their presence has been established via
use of a check meter. The amount of NTL established in this way is then used to prioritize networks for
inspection. The tool involves locating unauthorized underground connections via high frequency
injection, reducing the amount of digging required – time by more than 50% and cost by more than 80%.
Split meters with the meters in boxes with tamper detection are also used in Brazil [Ribeiro 2012]. Utilities
in Brazil may by law retrospectively charge customers for stolen energy up to 6 months by estimating
the energy that was used [Barioni 2015].
Bayesian networks are explored in [Bastos 2009] using real Brazilian data.
A method based on the application of unbalanced weighted least squares state estimation and anomaly
detection is used to estimate and identify TL and NTL is suggested by [Rossoni 2015]. The method was
successfully implemented in a laboratory environment where the behaviour of typical Brazilian
consumers was modelled. The method was also applied on an actual Brazilian distribution network; with
promising results.

Mitigation of NTL in Africa
Split meters are being rolled out in parts of South Africa [News 2016-07]. This makes it more difficult to
bypass, or otherwise tamper with, the meter, since it is no longer located inside the consumer’s
premises.
According to radio reports on the 9th and 10th of May 2016, Johannesburg's municipal electricity provider,
City Power, has appointed contractors to check every electricity meter for illegal connections. A new
dedicated unit will also be established within the organisation to deal with management of meters.
Other initiatives deployed successfully in South Africa are removal of illegal connections, conducting
meter audits and correcting or replacing faulty or vandalised meters [Eskom 2016].
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Another (extreme) tactic is to deal with illegal connections is to disconnect power in an entire affected
area [News 2015-03] (for safety reasons in this case), but this can result in anger from those
disconnected.
Methods to reduce NTL in Senegal are recommended to include industrial meter safety checks and
meter roll-out outside of residential premises, measuring device roll-out on each LV feeder, comparison
between the network energy flow measurements and the sum of clients billing statements of the supplied
zone would easily flag zones where fraud is most widespread, targeting controls on these zones for a
better efficiency. The installation and controlled reading of meters is an important part of this [Guymard
2013]. Whether any of these have been implemented and, if so, the success rate is not known.
A CIRED paper from Egypt [Emara 2013] reports on an approach based on a genetic algorithm with
multi-objective optimization analysis, management of electricity distribution network planning includes,
in addition to load flow and voltage profile analyses, power delivery quality assessments, operation
reliability analyses and, above all, economic evaluation of all investments. The method does not appear
to have been implemented at the time of publishing of this paper.

Comments not related to specific countries or regions
General comments
When users who previously did not pay for electricity then have to pay, their demand usually decreases,
resulting in a decrease also in technical losses [Antman 2009].
NTL also result in increased TL due to the additional current that is drawn [Suriyamongkol 2002].
Privatized distribution utilities show 11% lower distribution losses, 32% more electricity sold per worker
and 45% greater bill collection rate than state-owned utilities (achieved within five or more years of being
privatized). However, the regulatory framework must be present to support privatized utilities, especially
setting realistic loss targets where utilities keep the profit is they beat targets but suffer a loss if they
don't (this worked well in several Latin American countries) [Antman 2009].
A disproportionately high portion of losses tend to emanate from users that require the largest amount
of electricity, so tackling these first has been successful in emerging economies; these losses have been
known to include collusion by utility employees. "Naming and shaming" such large customers, usually
well-known companies, has also been successful, as has successfully and visibly prosecuting politicallyconnected energy thieves [Antman 2009].
Since most criminals are not aware of the fraud detection methods that have been successful in the
past, they will adopt strategies which will more likely lead to identifiable frauds; therefore to detect fraud
earlier detection tools need to be applied as well as the latest developments [Nagi 2009].
Factors that influence electricity theft include belief that stealing from utilities is not wrong or illegal,
difficult economic times, lack of education, lack of law enforcement, corruption of utility employees (by
deliberately reading lower consumption values for example), certain areas not electrified and high (or
believed to be high) energy prices [Depuru 2011].
A mitigation measure proposed by [Depuru 2011] is to charge a lower tariff for low income customers to
make theft less attractive. Other methods cited by the same reference from various sources are smart
meters (which are stated as being difficult to tamper with), power line impedance measurements, use
of shunts detecting equipment to detect unauthorized connections and use of check meters.
Mitigation methods listed by [Smith 2004] include technical/engineering methods, e.g. tamer-proof
meters, managerial methods, e.g. regular inspection and/or monitoring focussing on users with the
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highest usage (cf. poor areas that use comparatively little power), tackling of corrupt employees and
system change, e.g. public v. private utilities, regulation, who pays for losses etc. Privatisation does not
automatically or necessarily result in a more efficient business, and a multi-method approach is
recommended.
Software has been developed that has shown good results in producing optimised strategies for dealing
with electricity theft by deployment of AMR and manual inspection [Ribeiro 2012].
Another type of NTL is the willful hacking and modification of smart meter usage data via cyber-attack,
which is becoming more and more of a risk due to the data-intensive nature of smart grids [Leite 2016].
Cyber-attacks may be targeted at any part of the system, e.g. at the meter itself or at the communication
system or at the data values themselves [Jokar 2016]. Privacy of customer information should be
considered in any method that uses customer usage data [Jokar 2016]. An advanced method for
detecting and locating such attacks is also given in [Leite 2016], but the method has not been
implemented in the field as yet.
Comments related to specific technologies
Prepaid AMI also has advantages of much lower hardware costs and the ability to permanently monitor
consumption over card-based prepaid systems [Antman 2009].
Time domain reflectometry (TDR) may be used to localize sources of NTL [Trupinic 2005] – the premise
is that the reflected pulse shape is different if an illegal or tampered connection is connected to if only
meters are connected to a feeder. This method can be used for very precise local research once
suspicion is established. The method has been tested in a limited way, but does not appear to have
been implemented at the time of publishing of this paper.
TDR is also proposed for use in detecting NTL by [Hossein 2015], to complement analysis of data. The
method works by sending a pulse down a cable to detect any changes in cable impedance. Events such
as change of cable type, broken cable or fault will result in a change in impedance can in principle be
detected, but tests with a commercially available TDR instrument showed that the results require careful
examination.
[Depuru 2011] proposes a smart system where illegal customers (those with >5% NTL) are identified,
paying customers are then disconnected, the system is then subjected to a voltage high in harmonics
that destroys appliances connected to the system and finally paying customers are re-connected again.
This system has several practical hurdles, including protecting system components from damage due
to the harmonics, public resistance, cost of roll-out, and the efficiency of detection of legal and illegal
customers. Also, the legal framework may not be in place in all countries.
Minimising the length of the LV network is proposed for Turkey by [Yorukoglu 2016] (the original idea is
from one of the references in that document). It is also proposed that meters are installed at the top of
poles (out of reach). Only supplying power to agricultural areas during certain times of the day is also
proposed (the idea for this is from one of the references citing the practice in India). This would require
separation of agricultural networks from other networks in the areas under consideration.
Using armoured cables makes connecting illegally onto them more difficult [Ribeiro 2012].
A proposed method of reducing illegal connections to the network is to raise the voltage to a level that
would damage normal electrical equipment (say 350 V on a 230 V system) and step it down to its normal
level at each consumer [Babu 2013]. This would also reduce technical losses on the LV network, but
the method has not, to the author’s knowledge, been trialed in the field.
Placing all meters in an area (presumably a relatively small area) in the same enclosure on the street
makes detecting of bypassing by inspection much easier [Bandim 2003].
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The use of unmanned aerial vehicles is suggested for assistance with detecting electricity theft once
smart grid technologies have been used to determine the general location of such theft [Rengaraju
2014].
Central check/observer/supervisory meters
This is a method that has been suggested by several sources as a way of detecting NTL, and is therefore
covered in a separate section here. It is also known as “energy balancing” and involves some form of
checking that the energy that is recorded as being consumed by the customers on a network is the
same as the total energy that is supplied to that network, i.e. checking that there is are not unmetered
or undetected loads connected to the network.
The following details are amongst those available:
 The Spanish DSO Iberdrola (as Prime Alliance member) has implemented power line carrier (PLC)
technology between smart customer meters and secondary substations which have supervisory
meters on the secondary side of each MV/LV transformer. Iberdrola is also working on an innovation
project with advanced supervisory meters on each line of the secondary substation. These meters
have higher supervisory capabilities than normal, such as recording the load curve with per-second
resolution. Both projects have resulted in significant successes, further details may be found in
Section 7.3. Mobile check meters, left in place for at least a month, are proposed as a way of doing
this with lower costs – real customer data was used to verify this [Doorduin 2004].
 This method can be used to determine any type of NTL, not just theft [Bandim 2003]. This ref uses
mathematical methods to identify customers with problems and/or a high probability of bypassing,
focusing inspections to only those premises. This has not, to the author’s knowledge, been trialed or
otherwise implemented in the field.
 An extended version of this is proposed whereby the current is measured at every pole on an
overhead LV feeder, and the values compared [Chauhan 2015]. This has not, to the author’s
knowledge, been trialed or otherwise implemented in the field.
 Another variation of the method where customer consumption is compared to a central observer
meter is covered in [Jokar 2016]. The method was tested on real customer data.
 The theft detection rate at ENEL (Italy) increased from 5% to 50% after check meters were installed
at 5% of supply points of delivery to compare with the power usage of the customer meters [Lu 2013].
 A method for detecting NTL whereby the current is measured at various points on the network is
proposed by [Beutel 2015], but has as yet been implemented. Smart customer meters are included,
as well as a meter at the secondary substation. This is similar to the proposals of [Bandim 2003] and
[Santos 2015].
 A method for determining which customer is connected illegally, once the presence of an illegal
connection has been established, using power line carrier is proposed in [Pasdar 2007]. The method
has not been implemented, to the best of the author’s knowledge.
 A variation without smart meters is proposed in [Ilo 2003], but does not appear to have been
implemented at the time of publishing of this paper.
 The principle is also stated in [Navani 2012] and [Emara 2013].
 [Berrisford 2013] found a value of C$732 million in rolling out smart meters at BC Hydro for revenue
protection alone. The main part of this strategy is energy balancing. The method is described and
includes correlation between and non-linear optimisation of the customer voltages (and energy
usage). The method is also able to detect high resistance joints on the service connection, as well
as network data or topology errors. Initial results are promising.
The use of central check or observer meters would likely need to be part of a wider “smart DSO” system,
such as that discussed in Europe [EDSO 2016], and would allow more frequent and localized checking
of energy balance. This would allow for faster detection and more accurate location of NTL than in a
“traditional DSO” and with less manual intervention. A “smart DSO” would also involve greater business
efficiency generally, theoretically resulting in reduced risk of metering or billing errors.
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Data mining/analysis
According to [Gemignani 2009] it is possible to statistically pre-identify fraudsters through load and
demand factor comparison. The concept revolves around having a typical load/demand factor profile for
each profile of consumer. Assuming this profile is regularly updated, it becomes possible to identify the
behaviour of some meters against these profiles. The calculations of the load and demand factors have
been carried through for the residential, commercial and industrial classes, but the method does not
appear to have been implemented at the time of publishing of this paper.
Detection of physical tampering already exists in smart meters, e.g. sensors for change in inclination
(bumping) and removal of the cover, but can give false positives. An advanced data-analysis method of
detecting energy theft, while minimizing false positives, is presented. It looks promising but has not yet
been rolled out [McLaughlin 2013].
Mathematical methods for detecting NTL (specifically theft) can be state-based, or classification-based
or use game theory – several references of such methods are given in [Jokar 2016].
Some statistical/data techniques for detecting theft are referenced in [Chauhan 2013].
A state estimation method using smart meter data is proposed for detection of NTL [Lu 2013].
An example of a data-analysis method using consumption profiles is given in [Angelos 2011], the method
was validated on real data but has not as yet been implemented.
A method for speeding up consumption data analysis is given in [Depuru 2013].
Another method for using analysis of consumption data is given in [Mashima 2012].
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